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Campus
Briefs

"Yellow Jacket" patrols
l(eeP campus safe
MOUSUMI SARKAR
Staff Writer

effective security. The foot patrol-ler- s

are the College's answer to
this request Security has not cut
Walking down BealL I encoun- back on any of its
e
staff,
tered two people strolling around but has added this new student
in bright yellow jackets. They force to the department "It is new
were, I was informed, patrolling and it isn't new," says Captain
the campus. They were the new Foster, the person in charge of this
employees of Security. Seventeen department Security has had stustudents team up in groups of two dent members in the past but they
and patrol the entire campus on wore police-lik- e
outfits and pafoot Each night there are at least trolled in a car. This program is
two groups on duty.
new in the sense that the students
stusemester,
the
last
end
At
of
see Security: page 7
dents requested additional and more

Columbus Pro-Lif- e
March held on
October 28

ri

ft

full-tim-

The Ohio Life Majority is sponsoring a "Rally Of Hope" in Columbus, Ohio on Saturday, October
march will begin
28. A pre-ralat noon at Battelle Riverfront Park
and a rally will follow at 1 p.m.
The participants will then march
to the State House to deposit letters to state senators and state representatives in support of the "pro-life- "
movement Participants are
asked to wear red, white and blue
clothing,decorate their car antennae
with red, white and blue streamers
KIM DOUGLASS
and place a Ohio Life Majority
sign in their vehicle window.
Assistant News Editor
The Akron Right to Life group
has agreed to provide bus transporThe building formerly known as
tation for $15 ($10 for students) if the Music Annex, located behind
Holden Hall, is presently in its fiat least 35 people are interested.
For. more information about this nal stages of renovation. Accordc,
For more ing to Dean of Students Ken
bus ride call
it will house the Career
information about the march call
the Ohio Right to Life Society at Development and Placement Cen(614)445-836ter which is presently located in
Lowry, the Developmental Learning Center, and Campus Laundry,
of which are now in Holden
both
Pro-ChoiMarch
Hall.
ly

w i
N Us

)

yj

Music Annex receives
final revisions
The old Music Annex has a
long history of service to the College. It was originally built as an
observatory and was located on the
corner of BeaD Avenue and University Street where . Andrews Library is presently located. In
1941, it was transformed into a
Student Union and campus bookstore, which stood as such until
the building of Andrews Library in
the early 1960s. At that time, it
was moved behind Holden, to its
present location, and has been
used as the Music Annex since

.
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held at Capital on
October 29
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Chikara Uomer

The former Music Annex is currently under renovation.
"We expect the move to take 1968.
According to Plusquellec, "The
place sometime after the first of
the year, the exact date is uncertain. I'm not sure yet what its
new name will be," Plusquellec

14 ..said..

building has been completely gutted and it has all new partitions,
rm excited about the building; it's
going to look great"

Pepper

Wooster forward Mphatso Namwali shows determination
as he makes a pass during Scot Soccer action this past

week.

Astronaut Schweikart
addresses Wooster
sion Arts and Sciences Special
Trustees Award for transmitting
the first television pictures from

Astronaut Russell Schweickart,
founder and president of the Association of Space Explorers (ASE),
will speak Monday, October 30, at
7:30 p.m. in McGaw Chapel as
Forum Serpart of the First-Yeies. Currently a lecturer and consultant on space development,
Schweickart is very actively involved in international relations
and communications.
.His numerous awards include,
the NASA Distinguished Service
ar

Van Cleave
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LAURA TERELMES

A "March for Choice" sponsored
by the Freeedom of Choice Ohio
will be held Sunday, October 29, in
Columbus, Ohio. Participants are
to assemble at 1 p.m. at Ohio
see Briefs: page 7
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Medal (1969); the Federation

Aero-nautiq- ue

International De La Vaux
Medal (1970) for the Apollo 9
flight; the NASA Exceptional Service Medal for his leadership in the
Skylab rescue efforts (1973) and
the National Academy of Televi

space (1969).
In 1969 having completed over

4000 hours of flight time in the
US Air Force and Massachusetts
National Air Guard, Schweickart
acted as lunar module pilot for
Apollo 9 in the third flight of the
Apollo series. That flight was the
second to be launched by Saturn V
rocket and the first manned flight
of the lunar module. During those
241 hours in space, he tested a
portable life support that was used
in later lunar surface explorations.
"For me, having spent ten days
in weightlessness, orbiting our
beautiful home plant fascinated by
the 17,000 miles of spectacle pass-se- e

Schweickart:

:i3
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Commentary :

Exploring exchanges between feminists and their critics
CAROLYN G. HARTZ
Guest Faculty Writer

the stereotypes unless they found
the roles fundamentally unattractive." But this is not logical at
all. It is obvious that one can object to women being stereotyped as
elementary school teachers without
objecting to the role of being such
a teacher. Very few feminists find
the role of teaching young children
intrinsically or necessarily objectionable (although many feminists
might not find
and
this role personally satisfying).
They object to 1) the assumption
that most women do or would find
this role satisfying or are inclined
to pursue it, and 2) the level of
status, prestige, and power that
this role carries in our society
(i.e., pretty low). Similarly for

I've been annoyed recently at exchanges between those sympathetic to feminism and those who criticize it. Let me cite two examples.
The first was in the October 13
Stephen
issue of the Voice.
Rombouts objected to posters
around campus which attacked stereotypes of women as dedicated
mothers or as elementary school
teachers. Rombouts believes the
students who put up the posters
are imposing their disapproval for
these roles on women who might
want to pursue these goals.
Rombouts stated that these people
"...logically would not object to

.

non-femini- sts

motherhood.

The second example was Christina Hoff Sommers' public lecture
Wednesday night As a philosopher, I found two things about her
lecture particularly objectionable.
First, I found her arguments
against "gender feminism" question-begging
because she assumed
a certain premise which is the very
one that the feminists she considers argue against The premise can
be characterized as traditional or
classical liberalism, and is difficult
to state fairly in a single sentence.
But my objection is not that classical liberalism is false; it is that
many of the feminists she quoted
argue
(and many
against it and that it is therefore
incumbent upon someone who disagrees with them to criticize and
non-feminis- ts)

1
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Assistant Editor:
Managing Editor:
Business Manager:

Advertising Manager:
Circulation Manager:
Photo Editor:
Sports Editor:
Asst. Sports Editor:

William Van Cleave
Amy Hollander
Meghan Howes
Jennifer Dunn
Pauline Ach
Ann Marie Boncella
Mike Pepper
Paul Jacobus
Shade Whitesel

argu-

ments. I did not hear any criticisms of these arguments Wednesday night
She also begged the question
when she assumed that the sciences, philosophy, and some other
studies were not political or
"ideological" Again, it is not my
purpose here to argue for the thesis
that they are. However, there are
such arguments; they are very
subtle, and require a good deal of
attention and care to determine
whether they are any good. I did
not see any evidence of this attention and care.
Second, the only argument I
could detect against "gender feminism" was that the people who
subscribe to it have alienated the

Sociology 207

responds

.

to Rombouts
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Newt Editor:
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Melford Ferguson
Julie Woosley
Kim Douglass. Kevin Waugh
Shireen Behzadi
Becky Mason. Jennifer Spilburg
Allie

very people they claim to be representing. But surely this is not an
argument against their position.
There are important and difficult
problems about truth and relativism in feminism, as elsewhere;
but surely no party to this dispute
holds that what is true and right is
simnlv
r j determined bv what the
majority of the people believe.
Some people believe that feminists are inconsistent in their position on this issue. If such a case
were made, it might be possible to
respond to it
There are certainly assumptions
that feminists make in their studies which are controversial. I take
it to be a moral imperative that
see

page 3

To the Editor
We read with great interest Dr.
Stephen Rombouts' commentary
("Feminists Impose their standards
on other women") in last week's
Voice. In the past few weeks. Sociology 207 has been displaying
posters around the campus which
illustrate how women are depicted
in advertising, and we are pleased
that our efforts have had an educational impact upon the College
community.
There are, however, some misconceptions brought out in Dr.
Rombouts' commentary which we
feel need clarification. Our intenI! tion was not to suggest that women who choose to stay home are
less worthy than career women;
rather, we were attempting to
lustrate how advertisers consistently portray women in passive situations or typically "female" professions which are in no way related

to the products they are selling,
thereby perpetuating these limiting
female stereotypes.
A second argument we have with
Dr. Rombouts (and one which a
few members of our class found
personally offensive) is his assumption that our class is comprised entirely of women, (which it
is not) and that one must be a
woman in order to be a feminist
This misconception was implied
throughout Dr. Rombouts commentary, particularly in his belief
that we "clearly try to impose our
own standards on other women."
Perhaps Dr. Rombouts' assumption stems from a commonly distorted view of "feminism." Feminism is an alternative way of looking at the world, one which includes women - and men. It attempts to redefine the narrow paths
that patriarchy prescribes for all of
us. Although feminism generally
focuses on womens positions in
our society, it works to expand the
opportunities available to women
see

Letters:
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Melissa Mus Manesiotis
Katie Henderson. Tom Turriff
Trina Brown, Charlie Call

The Wooster Voice is published weekly during the academic year except during examination periods by the students of the College of Woost-

er.

We welcome all typed,
d
letters to the editor which do not
exceed 300 words. Letters must be received by 5 p.m. on the Tuesday
before publication. The editorial staff reserves the righ to edit andor
'
hold all submissions. '
Editorials and opinion columns are the responsibility of the writers and
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of other members of the staff.
A one year subscription to The Wooster Voice costs S2S, and a one
semester subscription costs $15. These prices include the cost of mailing. Subscription orders and other commentary may be addressed to
Attn: Editor, The Wooster Voice, P.O. Box 3187, The College of
Wooster, Wooster, OH 44691, (216)
ext 2757.
m
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not merely ignore these
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Disputing Rombouts: In defense of feminism, women's studies
and Sociology 207: Women in Society
would like to dedicate the following editorial to the members of Sociology 207:
Women in Society, who are struggling with feminist issues in an effort to understand
gender inequalities in our society, who are working together to make our world a better
place to live, and finally, who attempted to educate the campus on an important issue:
,
women's degradation in advertising.
This editorial is an attempt to correct some misconceptions which Stephen Rombouts
supports in his opinon article entitled "Feminists 'impose their standards on other wora-e-

n.

Rombouts made his first mistake when he suggests that feminism attacks motherhood
as a career. First, a career is something for which one receives financial payment; no
such payment exists in this society for the act of mothering, though some have argued
that it should. Second, feminism attacks the way in which motherhood has been institutionalized, not motherhood itself . '
Such institutionalization of motherhood is clearly evidenced in Rombouts' statement
that many women "find the feminist agenda incompatible with their own values. There
will always be women who find great satisfaction in being dedicated mothers or in pursuing careers or vocations that traditionally have been associated with women." Interesting
to note the term "dedicated," which implies that a mother who does not spend all of her
time with her child or children, (or cannot due to the fact that she must work), somehow
shows a lack of dedication, that she is somehow a lesser mother.
In his discussion of motherhood as a subject which has been attacked by feminism
(with the assumption that there is one feminist doctrine, rather than a number of different
feminist opinions) he also fails to mention the commitment to discussion of motherhood
in women's studies here at the College. In every Introduction to Women's Studies course
thus far taught here, required reading has included Adrienne Rich's Of Women Born as a
text which supports the role of mothers in the feminist movement, and recommends a
;..
,
breakdown of institutions that inhibit mothers.
fair at the College) entithus
twice
courser
(offered
the
Moreover, he neglects to mention
tled Feminist Perspectives on M
a variety of angles Among otiM? things, this class is committed to exploring the clash
sisfc racist..and sexist assumptions of people 'whCLSuggest that there, is a group, of
eioiSiea. : Man off Oe wnten on. tSc
"dedicated- - mothers, as opposed V
patriarchy forces on womenrwh
- syllabus. of this course wish: to solve the nrc&temxt
choose, toOfmodi
tc
,
C8Ca-ai&n u nm v.
.itvi w-tnq.OUueuII poaru KQ99DOBQ iaCOUUm
prejudkies
at the ex- of consideration displayed by someieopte as they incite their own
todoisrithfadvertis-"
cense of other members of the cbCe'se ccramiuurytibehhaiare we
anemfcally t'women who
ms wmch deoicts women who" eniOT
ate" forced to up- -;
remain between the ages 18 ahd 22? Thiese
hold. True one can; argue that women make choices to teach pnmary education, ana to pe
mothers; they also make choices to diet until they are ill (statistics on anorexia ana ouu-.
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attacks
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she thought she had salvaged her
own lecture. Indeed, in her wettr
performed sigh, Sommers gave the
atutiiw a ram taIr at Itmnethinff
beyond her frowning anger. But
what had she accomplished with
all of her angry arguing?
Perhaps a speaker who addresses
a gathering so condescendingly
cannot hope to accomplish very
much. However, in a rather snarly
and taunting way, Sommers did accomplish something. She accomplished a depiction of her misconceptions of popular feminism.
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HANS JOHNSON
Staff Writer
When she finished her lecture at
Gault Auditorium
nigni, uuisana noil pwmnws.
Via,

jnia support this), and to buy thousands of dollars worth of cosmetics to keep themselves
looking young. While it is acceptable, according to the dominant culture represented by
advertisers, for a man to age (the sophisticated, older man), such an image is not acceptable for a woman.
Rombouts also suggests that feminists' "assumptions are not universally accepted as infallible; truths." Intro, level women's studies courses explain that a feminist is simply a
person who believes that women are oppressed in society, and that there is something
wrong with this. Certainly, a variety of feminists take this definition and allow it to motivate them in various directions in their lives and work; this is the nature of diversity.
But Rdmbouts concept that feminists all share the same assumptions is ridiculous, al- -'
most as ridiculous as suggesting that mothers all share his views of motherhood.
Feminists may "alienate others when they try to impose a doctrinaire program on all
women," but certainly this doctrinaire is better than the one instilled on women by patriarchy, better than the one instilled on minorities bv the dominant culture. In fact, femi
nism at least strives to value individuality in women (and men), rather than reinforcing
the notion that women must all look, act, and be the same to make themselves desirable
for men. I am sure that some "dedicated mothers" are discouraged by Rombouts inability
to address the concerns of motherhood, and also in his ability to insult feminists as a
group.. Such "prejudices at the expense of other members of the. College community"
show the hypocritical nature of his argument.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, it is troubling to note Rombouts' attack of a
class of students who are struggling to understand what feminism is, and how to interact
'
": . v
with sexist control in society.
reading suggesoffer
College
could
students
the
the
at
studies
women's
some
Maybe
of
studies, and
women's
and
feminism
ways
looking
at
of
tions to provide some alternative
process
which the
processa
learning
perhaps, even, the role of human beings in the
campus
pass
on
the
to
Women in" Society class is clearly developing and attempting to
community. Yve never gotten the notion from one of those classes that bearing and rais-RombOUtS should :
thin? to do. ' Mavbe
mn rhilWfi
w
a w
4
W i an inftrmmnriatf. nr
enroll in a women s sxuaies ciass. iwayoc ne snoota rcaa vaneanc jucb, ium uwnm, ,
w wiuhm v wmm vmnu..w.
Margaret tiauuKi auui niuuuuu, oaiau
who haw spent tune exploring mothering and breaking down tae nc: aons cat xve
been damaeiriehr associated wilir it. Mavis Rombouts should consider &at the ins&a-the hierarchy of "det
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society.
efTecfon women and men skiving for an eq
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She defined a tiny little arena in
which people might rightfuljy talk
about feminism. Moreover r she
lableled women and men who want
to reexamine institutions and ideas
that she holds sacred as some kind
-; 'V,
of mtellectual heretics. 7
someththat
assumed
Sommers
ing very, grave was wrong with;,
feminist thought in academe. She
hinted, that if women's studies,
supposedly a wretched repository
of feminist ideology, is allowed to
exist at all, it certainly has "no
right" to intrude into other disciplines. According to Summers,
there are some separate realms in
"higher education:" a philosophy
realm, a literrealm, a science-typ- e
ary realm, and possibly some other
cozy and distinct places where
learning should take place. How
--

-

Hartz from page 2

'should feminist thought be
to invade all these other sep- al-low-

ed

Fortunately, a true liberal arts
education does not cleave its studies into these kinds of realms. :
Feminist thought urges a style of
learning where all can share education's benefits, where education is
a shared exchange of ideas, where
all can participate in learning without gento4iased teaching.
What is wrong with making
these suggestions to educational
institutions? Feminist thought,
because it is something which encourages this kind of liberating
setting, must not be locked in a
tiny closet at our colleges and uni
versities. Feminist thought and
see

Sommers:

page S

feminists ought to examine these'
assumptions. 1 also take it to be a
moral imperative that physicists
ought to examine theirs. However, when they do so, which I hope
is often," they are not doing phys- - .
ics. Nor are feminists doing femi- nism when they examine the as-sumptions ; which' define their
study. :They are doing philosophy ;
although not feminist philosophy.
Just as ethkists are not doing eth-- "
ics when they direct their attention
to the assumption mat there exist :
other people in the world (which ;
tfiey sometimes do), so feminists
are not doing feminism when they '
direct their attention to the assumption that women's situation
in the world is bad and needs to be

things I have heard feminists say
around here that I profoundly dlsa-- ;
otm. with I luniM Men a cemiss
as any in ignoring the disagreements for fear of raisinz a fuss.
and I thought it was time to sayV

Androvc

:

:

:

--

--

improved.

.

.

There were things that I agreed
with in Sommers' lecture, but the
disagreements were more salient
forme. Likewise, there have been

-
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Letters from page
-
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and men rather than to "impose
standards," as Dr. Rombouts suggests.
Awareness of the more subtle
forms of sexism is sorely needed,
as evidenced by Dr. Rombouts'
commentary, and thus we shall
continue our educative efforts.
Respectfully,
Sociology 207: Women in Society

Hyland corrects Beta
rush schedule
To the Editor.
Thank you for printing the article on the section and club rushes
for this year. There were a few errors concerning the Beta Kappa
Phi plans and activities written in
the article that need to be corrected.
Our first rush on Wednesday was
a great success, but we did not
have our second rush on the folThis
lowing Thursday.
event is planned for Monday, October 30. Also, members
of the Betas do not set any limitations on the number of new members that will be accepted. A lot
of good guys showed up for our
first rush and we are looking forward to seeing them again.
semi-form-

al

Chris Hyland
President, Beta Kappa Phi

do care
of
stresses
about

Pro-Life- rs

unwanted pregnancy
Dear Editor
I wish to protest the stereotype
that has appeared several times in
the Voice, most recently in Ms.

Conceptions, October 6, that
care only about the unborn
baby and not about the stresses of
pro-life- rs

an unwanted pregnancy.

You may

have met individuals who fit that
stereotype, but they are the loud
exception to the quiet rule. If anything, it is those who hate abortion who have been in the forefront of providing the care Aaron
calls for.
The Women's Pregnancy Services in Wooster are affiliated with
hundreds of such
across the country. Yes, they
counsel women against having
abortions, but they also offer
housing as well as baby clothes
In my own
and equipment.
church, which is probably 100 pera family recently
cent pro-liftook in a pregnant teenager, helped
her finish school, went to childbirth classes with her, gave her a
service-provide-

e,

rs

shower, and kept both her and the
baby until they could be with the
baby's father. We also have several foster children and children from
transracial and Third World adoptions. I have no statistics to back
it up, but I think that the percentage there is greater than in the
community at large. Some pro-lif- e
advocates across the country,
such as those in JustLife (P.O.
Box 15263, Washington, D.C.,
20003) also see the moral and logical connections between the struggle to save unborn babies and
struggles for equitable income disenvirontribution, a pollution-fre- e
ment, and a world free of war.
For me to persuade the Voice
writers to become pro-lif- e
would
be just as futile as for them to persuade me to become
for we begin our arguments with
irreconcilable presuppositions.
However, as we discuss abortion,
we can both refrain from perpetuating inaccurate stereotypes of each
other.
pro-choic-

e,

vor of continuing Dean's Staff which would be based on the needs
Hearings. We, the members of and concerns of the campus comCampus Council, are not writing munity.
this in defense of Council's deciOur primary concern is the Edision last spring, but rather to claritor's central point; that Campus
made
assertions
fy the inaccurate
Council is ignoring campus opinin regards to the Council's process ions. First of all, Campus Counin passing the above mentioned cil is composed mainly of stuHearing.

dents. These members include

Last year, in response to student
concerns, both Student Government Association (SGA) and the
Judicial Board felt the need to reevaluate the judicial system. The
two bodies established were the
Coalition for Judicial Review
(CJR) and the Commission of Inquiry. Each group examined the
existing system and recommended
changes to Council. It was Council's responsibility to extract' the
best ideas from each proposal, in
order to form a judicial system

resentatives from the Student Government Association, the Student
Activities Board, the Black Students Association, International
Students Association, Inter Section CouncilInter Club Council,
as well as students elected by the
entire campus. With this diverse
representation it is difficult to believe that any student concerns can
be overlooked. Secondly, the Editor claims that the 300 students
propowho signed the SGA-CJ- R
sal were ignored because the Coun

Dear Editor,
I would like to commend you for
in publishyour
open-mindedne-

ss

ing some of my views on feminism in last week's edition. The
free exchange of dissenting ideas is
essential to the scholarly dialogue,
and you have done much to further
that process.
However, I would like to point
out that the grammatically incorrect construction in paragraph three
("a worn an...are settling...") was
apparently caused by an error in typography by the staff of the Voice.
My draft correctly read "a wom-an...- is
settling." I understand that
errors occasionally occur, but I
would like to set the record
straight on this one.

Letters:
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1990 LA&S GRADUATES: A Special Announcement concerning Careers
in Business Specifically for Liberal Arts and
.

Sciences Students.

The School of Accountancy of DePaul University, Chicago, Illinois, a
leader in innovative accounting education, offers to selected graduates of prestigious
Liberal Arts and Sciences programs the Professional Master of Science in Accountancy.
The program is offered in conjunction with the nation's leading accounting firms, is
highly competitive, and restricted to students sponsored by the participating
accounting firms.
75-ye- ar

--

The

15-mon-

th

program entails:

immediate Qune 1990) employment in the Chicago office of a sponsoring
accounting firm.
an accelerated course of study in business and accounting
at Chicago's DePaul University.
industry

a growth
-

Successful completion of the DePaul Professional MSA program results in:
A Master of Science in Accountancy degree from DePaul University
Full-tim- e

.

.

business and accounting experience with a major accounting firm

Eligibility to sit for the CPA Examination in Illinois

Sincerely,

Stephen Rombouts
Visiting Assistant Professor
Department of History

see

The DePaul University
Professional Master of Science
in Accountancy Program

Sincerely,
Barbara J. Hampton,
Consultant, RW Center

Rombouts corrects
mistake

rep-

cil voted in favor of the Dean's
Staff Hearings. The Council did
and still is considering each point
mentioned by CJR and JBD Commission. In this case, the Council
voted unanimously in favor of the
Commission arguments after adding faculty on the Dean's Staff
panel, as recommended by CJR.
Both proposals were created by
students, and therefore accepting a
point in either proposal is a vote
in favor of the students.
Further, we wish to address other
inaccuracies. It was suggested that
the faculty was not being represented as well. The truth is that
there are three faculty representatives on Council, one of whom did
announce this particular issue in
the faculty meeting. According to

.

Broad career opportunities, and advancement, in professional accounting
with your sponsoring firm.

.

J-Bo- ard

responds to
Van Cleave

Commentary

Participation is restricted to candidates sponsored by participating accounting firms.
The Professional MSA Program begins

-

mid-Jun- e,

1990."

For more information on the Professional MSA Program, contact the placement office
on this campus, which is cooperating with this program, or Dr. John T. Ahern, Jr.,
Director, School of Accountancy, DePaul University, 25 E. Jackson, Chicago, Illinois 60604,
"

This is a response to the commentary appearing in the Voice on
October 13, 1989, concerning
Campus Council's passage in fa

(312)341-877- 0.
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Now that's entertainment:
A look at the College's

Sommers from page 3'
the kind of ideas presented by mers seemed to ask. How dare into thoughtful consideration.
women's studies must therefore be women propose equal participation
Feminist thought, which Sominterdisciplinary, something Som- .by or with men in these roles if mers neglected to mention, is not
mers blindly misses.
indeed these women choose to take
as angry as she called it. In fact,
Some people do oppose what part in them? These questions are Sommers herself has probably put
they think of as "the feminist
implicit in the kind of argument an end to lots of calm discussions
movement," but Sommers does
not deserve the recognition that
she represents all such people.
Why does she oppose feminism so
much? Perhaps she feels threatened by questions about preesta-blishe- d
institutions? Does she feel
uneasy about examining her own
life her ideas of family and marriage or about bringing her own
interpretations to the things she
reads and the things she sees in the
world? If she does fear these, she
V
does not belong in liberal arts education, a way of thinking based on
questioning assupu'ons and institutions; it is a style of education
i t
which is supposed to value indiChristina Sommers speaks on feminist issues. Mike Pepper
vidual experiences and interpretations.
in her life. Sommers came off as
Sommers was trying to make.
What is so heretical to Sommers
tried
to
she
that
why
is
furious and outrageous. But, alas,
it
And
about questioning what she defends
femintoday's
hostility
to
justify her
she appeared so coudied in her
as "established institutions"
her misconceptions and her anger that
inism by stating that
stitutional marriage, maternity,
she accomplished little more than
"grandmother was a suffragette"
and female relegation to childcare?
alienating much of her audience.
Isn't feminist thought trying to and her mother, "a feminist, too"?
Some might say that they liked
show that these roles often have Perhaps her anger is based on insecurity over her attacks on a just Sommers "fresh perspective.". But
been foisted on women as womanway of thinking.
Feminist to swallow such misconceptions
kind's only options hence, prothought does not "trash" what she and such anger together might very
viding no options? How dare
some women not want to partici-- . unquestioningly accepts, but rather well be a poisonous pill.
brings some of her accepted ideas
pate in these institutions, Som

Letters from page

MELFORD FERGUSON
Opinions Editor

Thus far, this semester has been
much improved in terms of the
quality of campus programming
and entertainment I contribute
much of this to the emphasis the
College has placed on diversity and
commonality.
I have always believed that diversity is an exciting concept Interacting with people of different cultural backgrounds is an important
part of getting a total education. It
is the combination of classroom
and experiences outside the classroom that make the quality of life
of students on campus. For example, after working diligently during
the week, it felt great hearing
Trouble Funk, a go-g- o band that
was featured at Party on the Green
on Saturday, Oct. 7. Trouble
Funk was truly funky. They had a
beat that kept people jumping
throughout the evening. After
hearing the band, I was ready to
begin the week in an energized
manner.

of the

was actually amazed at some

feats performed. The trick that
made me most nervous was when
chairs were stacked to the ceiling
with four bottles serving as the
basic foundation. A performer
climbed to the top chair and hung
there for quite some time. I kept
thinking that he was going to fall.
I began silently saying at least ten
Hail Marys. (I was raised Catholic, by the way.) Furthermore, it
seemed very painful when the lady
was nsrA as a iiimn rone durinff
:

one routine.

Even more, I have gotten a great
deal out of the Forum Series this
year. (I am not saying this because
I am a Teaching Assistant for a
First- - Year Seminar class, in case
you are wondering.) Paula Gunn
Allen was very interesting, although I feel most people missed
the main theme of her speech..
Freeman Dyson and Russell
Means were also profound individuals. Finally, I particularly enjoyed Ali Mazrui and Ivan Van

Sertima,

theBlack-Leader-in-Residen-

ce.

These scholars broaI really enjoyed the Chinese
horizon
my
on African conMagic Revue on Friday, Oct 13. dened
on the
perspectives
I came to the event ready to see an tributions and
world.
ordinary magic show. However, I

4- -

the representative, the majority of
the faculty were in favor of maintaining the Dean's Staff Hearing.
Also, we question why the Editor
views the use of Dean's Hearing
last semester to be indicative of an
abuse of the judicial system, and
not reflective of a desired option of
the students.
We hope that this brief response
clarifies all inaccurate information
previously stated in the Editor's
commentary. Although we welcome criticism, we do condemn
the inaccurate portrayal of information. We, as always, welcome any
concerns of the students on mis or
any matter, and we remind the
campus that our meetings are open
to all.
The Judicial Board

Geary responds to
Rombouts opinion
'

programming

Dear Editor
I have recently seen the film
"Still Killing Us Softly" which

was the inspiration for the posters
hung around campus by the Women in Society class and would like
to add my voice in support of their
attempts to educate the campus of
the sexism involved in advertising.
The posters found around campus most definitely did attack stereotypes, and with good reason.
Contemporary advertisements depict women in very demeaning
ways: as objects of sexual lust, to
be abused and to be trivialized. If
Professor Rombouts ("Feminists
'impose their standards on other
women,"" The Wooster Voice, October 13, 1989) had viewed the
film which was the impetus for
the posters, he might be aware that
the class was not attacking women
in traditional roles; they were attacking the almost exclusive portrayal of women in traditional
places of work. Most advertisements dealing with women in the
workplace portray women in traditional roles as though they were

the only natural places to find Sincerely,
women at work. Women pictured Adam Geary
outside of traditional work settings
are either trivialized as sex objects
Sherdil responds to
or pictured as superwomen who do
Van Cleave
it n the business, take care of
Commentary
the kids, cook, clean, and still
have time for romance. They
must still do all of the housework Dear Editor,
As I was going through this
(women's work) and be sexually
week's Voice, I happened to read
available.
The feminist agenda does not the editorial by William Van
take issue with women who want Cleave. The editorial had referred
e
housewives and to the CJR proposal which was
to be
signed by 300 College of Wooster
mothers. These are huge and imrestudents. I am one of those 300
portant jobs that demand more
spect than they presently receive who had signed that proposal.
d
culture. However, I would like to let you
from our
Feminists do take issue with the all know in what way I, in particuimposition on all women of the lar, and nearly everyone else I had
stereotypes of mother, secretary, observed, in general, had signed
housewife and elementary teacher, that proposal.
As I was passing by Lowry Cenand, as important, with the impoter,
I was asked if I was interested
responsibility
for
full
sition of
a fair and simple judicial
having
in
the
on
care
housework and child
so, then my contribusystem.
If
who
work
women
vast number of
signing
by
a CJR proposal
tion
e
e
jobs.
or part-timwould have been appreciated. I
all-ru-

full-tim-

profit-oriente-

full-tim-

was given an . opportunity to
glance at the complex and technical wordings of that long report,
after which, I, following the footsteps of the other similar victims.
signed the proposal without bothering to read or comprehend it :
I must admit that I was more in- -.
terested in having my lunch at that
time. You may blame me for mis
irresponsible behavior, but I think
that if a person wants my signature in the name of "fair and simple justice," and if that person is
taking pains to collect some 300
such signatures,' then not many
people would bluntly refuse, to
sum. All I would like to sav is
that such proposals do not accurately reflect die opinion of the
majority because they represent a
one-sidconfessing campaign,
with no opponent speaking against
them and no signature sheets available to sign against them.
ed

;

Thank you,
Khalid Sherdil
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Each living unit in Luce dorm to have
computer room, kitchen, and central lounge
$2,500,000 towards the capital
fund for the construction of the
building. The total cost for the
building is estimated to be
$4,500,000.
Luce will be composed largely,
of living units. Each living unit
will contain a central lounge, into
which surrounding rooms will
open. Some of the units on the
second and third floors will be
split level. That is, part of the
unit will be on the second floor
and the rest on the third. The two
levels will be connected by a staircase in the nit Each will be completely separate from the others.
The hall will also have a few
rooms that are not connected to
any particular suite. All of the
rooms will be either singles or
doubles.

NIKFAR KHALEELI
Staff Writer

,

Next fall, if things go as scheduled, this year's sophomores and
juniors are going to be able to
move into the new dorm. Luce
Hall, the construction site which
is next to the Scheide music center. The construction of this dorm
was begun this past May, and is
expected to be completed by next
fall. Originally, the plot on which
the dorm is being built had six
small residential houses.
When construction of the dorm
was begun, one of these houses
was torn down and the rest were
gifted by the college to the city of
Wooster's Habitat for Humanity.
The hall is being called Luce be-

cause Henry Luce donated

Schweickart

from page

1-

User Affairs in the Office of Applications in NASA headquarters.
Here he transferred NASA technology to the outside world and
brought NASA technology users
needs. Also during this time he
worked with policies for the space
shuttle payload operations.
As chairperson for the United
States Antarctic Program Safety
Review Panel (USRP) from 1987-198he restructured the program
leading to an increase in the safety
of operations in Antarctica's haz-

reported.

Schweickart has written the preface for the ASE's book. The
Home Planet, It promotes the
groups main objective of the cooperative exploration and development of space and the use of space
technology for human benefit
Even though all of the groups'
members have different backgrounds, the group does their best
to avoid political issues .
The Home Planet attempts to reveal the unique bond between the
Earth, it's inhabitants and all of
those who share the planet on
which we live. Schweickart wrote
"As I thought about the flight afterward, as I relived the experience
time and again. I came to understand that this was not some sentimental recollection of past glory.
Rather. I began to understand that
it is the personal manifestation of
a relationship which, in the absence of direct experience, we can
know only intellectually.
"We all understand that the life

"What took no analysis, however, no microscopic examination,
no laborious processing, was the
overwhelming beauty...the stark
contrast between bright colorful
home and stark black infinity...the
unavoidable and awesome personal
relationship, suddenly realized,
with all life on this amazing planet. ...Earth, our home," stated
Schweickart
When the first Skylab mission
flew in the spring of 1973,
Schweickart served as backup commander. During the launch a loss
of the thermal shield occurred in
which Schweickart assumed responsibility for the development
of hardware and the procedures of
the emergency solar shield, making Skylab a success.
Following at MIT, he worked as
research scientist researching his
thesis for his master's degree
which dealt with stratospheric radiance. He later became Director of

The hall will contain a study
room, an
room, a
exercise room, a language lab on
the ground floor, and a library on
the first floor, all of which will be
firsts for any dorm on campus.
All these will be ready for use
when the hall opens, if things go
as planned. There will still be only
one kitchen and one computer
room on the ground floor.
No deciThe dorm will be co-esions concerning programs and distribution of Resident Assistants
has been made yet. Neither have
decisions been made pertaining to
the method of admittance of upper-clastudents to this hall.
Sophie Wisnewiski. Associate
Dean of Students. said."We are all
very excited" about the new residence halL
multi-purpo-

8,

ardous environment.

YALMAN ONARAN
Series Writer

se

d.

ss

-

ing below each hour, the overwhelming experience was that of a
new relationship. The experience
was not intellectual.
The knowledge I had when I returned to Earth's surface was virtually the same knowledge I had taken with me when I went into
space. Yes. I conducted scientific
experiments that added new knowledge to our understanding of the
in which
Earth and the near-spait spins. But those specific extensions of technical details I did not
come to know about until the data
ce

In the mews

systems of this planet are interrelated, that our human future depends on the well being of the rain
forest and the salt marsh. We
know that human activity in the
production of goods and services
can damage and destroy the environment on which we and our children depend. We know all these
things intellectually.
"Yet we feel related to all people
when we see pictures of mothers
and children, tears of sorrow and
joy. laughter, music and dance.
And we fear together the misuse of
the power that we have now at our
collective fingertips through our
amazing technology. What the experience of seeing this amazing
planet from space does is to take it
beyond the intellectual and into the
personal."
There are fundamental changes
going on in the world because of
the marriage between technology
and humanity. Through communications and travel, we have
shrunk the globe to a human scale,
and yet we live with continuous
cultural, political, and religious
boundaries of the past, both physical and nonphysical. But many
people alive today may very well
have the chance to work or even
live in places other than Earth.
The manner in which we begin
this process of civilizing space
will set the pattern for generations
to come. Using the technology
now at hand, we can destroy ourselves, or we can enter into the
cosmos."

Earthquake strikes San Francisco: An earthquake, measuring 6.9

,

on the Richter scale struck the San Francisco area on Tuesday evening,
leaving 273 casualties behind with major damage to roads, bridges, communication networks, and electricity lines.
Potential crash of stock market prevented: After the drastic
decline in stock exchange prices on Friday frightened analysts, the Federal Reserve moved to provide cash to markets. The market recovered half
of its losses by Monday after the financial community cautioned that
there was no need for panic.
House votes to restore federal aid for abortions: In a significant policy reversal, the House of Representatives voted last week to allow the Federal Government to pay for abortions for poor women whose
pregnancies result from rape or incest The measure is expected to pass
the Senate also. President Bush, however, has announced he will veto
the legislation.
South Africa frees political prisoners: The South
emment released eight of the country's most prominent political prisoners on Sunday. TO celebrate the expected rek'ase. 150.000 people all over
the nation marched on Saturday. The released prisoners called for the release of Nelson Mandela, the country's leading political prisoner.
CJ.A. seeks looser rules on killings: The director of the Central Intelligence Agency called on the Bush administration and Congress
to consider giving the C.LA. a greater latitude in supporting potential violent efforts to overthrow foreign dictators. A longstanding Presidential
order bars American involvement in assasinations. The Bush administration announced its support for the proposal.
Global trade of ivory banned: In a move to protect the African
elephant now considered an endangered species, poaching by ivory hunters was banned by the Convention on International Trade in Endangered
Species. Five African countries announced that they will quit the Convention to be able to continue trading ivory.
U.S. offers to aid Gorbachev's economic plan:
The U.S.
government announced that it was prepared to provide Moscow with advice and technical assistance to help restructure the Soviet economy. It
was the administration's most open endorsement of the economic changes brought about by Soviet President Gorbachev.
First woman named to become U.S. Surgeon General: The
President picked Dr. Antonio Novello, an hispanic woman who is an
expert on AIDS, as the administration's nominee for Surgeon General of

theU.S.
Egypt and Libya seek to heal rift: Colonial Qaddafi of Libya
and President Hosni Mubarak of Egypt met for the first time after a longstanding feud between the two countries. Egypt's peace with Israel in
1979 had divided the two governments.
Automatic cots in budget put into effect: Because Congress
missed the deadline for having its own deficit-cuttin- g
plan in place, an
automatic-cut- s
plan was put into effect this week. The plan's aim is to
cut down some programs, like student loans and medicare payments for
doctors, to prevent a high budget deficit
Thousands of Lebanese,
Lebanese return home after cease-firwho had fled to Cyprus and other surrounding countries, started going
with new hopes for peace.
back to Lebanon after the newest cease-fir- e,
Editor of Soviet newspaper asked to resign: The editor of the
newspaper said that he had been called to
Soviet Union's
Communist Party headquarters and told to resign for publishing a political popularity poll that angered President Gorbachev.
e:

best-selli-

ng

Compiled from The New York Times, October

4-1-

1.

The AppIeTalk seminar scheduled for
Monday 1023 has been rescheduled
for Wednesday 1025 at 7 p.m.
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Wooster offers diverse programs abroad
KARYNBAUMANN
Staff Writer
College is a time to team and
grow, and to experience new ideas,
people and cultures. For many
students, one of the most exciting
and rewarding ways to accomplish
these pursuits is the international
studies programs.
To become eligible for international studies, a student must have
a 2.0 GPA or better, and not be on
academic or social probation. If a
student is eligible, the first step is
to see Professor Carolee Taipale,
Director of International Affairs.
In the initial meeting, the student
is asked about where they want to
go, when they want to go and
financial aid.
Financial aid is important because there are only a few endorsed
international studies. The cost of
studying abroad can range from
half of Wooster's tuition to all of
Wooster's tuition.
Once a student is accepted, they
are given a packet which contains
six forms. This packet includes
questions about their history, and
where they are going, a transfer of
credit form,' a fowarding address
form, an agreement form and
and room
forms for
draw so they will be all set when
they come back from their experipre-registrat-

ion

ence abroad.

There are many questions students have about international

Security from page

studies, such as how hard is the
course work, is another language
necessary, and how much credit is
a semester abroad worth? Professor Taipale explains that "courses
are usually easier, because the institutes realize that students want
more of an experience of living."
She stated that a foreign language is not necessary, because
many countries either speak English or have schools for international training, which have an intensive language program. A semester abroad is worth four credits,
although Taipale suggests that students who are studying abroad take
an overload of courses, because the
credit hours are usually different
Where do these students who
study abroad usually go? The
most popular countries, according
to Taipale, are "Austria, England,
France, Spain and, increasing in
popularity, Australia."
Countries which Taipale would
like to see more students go abroad
to are Third World countries and
Pacific Rim countries, such as Japan and China. The problem with
going to countries such as these is
the language barrier. Generally,
Japan and China expect interna?
tional students to have had at least
one year of the language, which is
"a real drawback," according to
Taipale.

Students are matched with host
families by the institution which
is sponsoring the program. The

host families provide students with
some sense of security and teach
them about the culture. Besides
semester programs, there are also
summer programs which generally
last six weeks and are worth two
credits.

Taipale explains that although
summer programs are fulfilling,
"the way of life is different It is a
different kind of tempo of life.
One doesn't have the time to integrate one's self into the culture."
After a student returns form studies abroad, what have they learned?
Taipale hopes that they bring
back "a sense of maturity, knowledge of another culture and horizons." Liz Satow, a senior political science major who was an international student in London, echoes these sentiments'.
She explained that the most important part of her studies abroad
was "learning to be independent"
She enjoyed getting to know London and having her own apartment
Her only complaint about the program was that she didn't really get
to know the English students, because she was with American students most of the time.'
International Studies is a way of
learning things in a different light
It can be a fulfilling and enriching
experience, one which everyone
can learn from. It is an experience
which; in the words of Professor
Taipale, is "for everybody at different times."

1.

patrol by foot and wear only the
"indentifiable" yellow jackets.
Also, there is a larger number of
students involved. Sixteen students were hired this semester.
They patrol everywhere on campus, including the dorms and the
academic buildings. They have no
fixed schedule, but they wander
randomly around campus. Also,
to help
they carry walkie-talkiother
the
with
them communicate
and the dispatcher.
Last semester there was only one
person on duty at a time, whereas
this semester, there are as many as
five people on duty at any given
time. The number has increased
due to the advent of the foot-p- a
trailers. The service, as a result, is much quicker and more efficient Students have to wait less
time to be escorted, or to be let
into their rooms when locked out.
"Our basic function," says Captain Foster, "is to protect the students and property. The
are support staff who act
es

patrol-person- s,

--

foot-patroll-

ers

as a deterrent Their response (to
various troubles on campus),'' he
says, "is going to be dictated by
the severity and emergency of the
situation. Their responsibility is
to handle a case that is developing
and not the one that has developed." They basically act as the
"eyes and ears" of die department
"If there are more people out
there," he says, "more can be seen
and prevented."

Captain Foster believes that as
the students make up the campus,
have a personal
the patrol-persons

interest at stake. They are also
better acquainted with the campus
and the students and hence can

eas-

ily identify an outsider. He also
thinks that the students feel more
comfortable. One student responded, "I haven't really had any contact with them, but knowing that
they are there makes me feel better."

Sujit Kanoria, a patroller says,
job. We
"It is a good, well-pai- d

walk around and protect the campus. Students get along better
as they are
with the patrol-persoalso students." This is a sentiment expressed by many students.
Says Abhijit Chatterji, They are
highly visible. It is also a lot easier to communicate with them, as
they are our peers, than it is with a
security officer.". Another patrol-perso- n
who prefers to remain
anonymous said, "We are out there
closer to the students than they
(the uniformed officers) are. Also,
we are more likely to locate someMartin
thing faster, than them."
t
at the colMburu, a
lege, feels that they are a definite
help to the students and that it is
easier to communicate with them.
-It is not perfect" says Captain
Foster. "I think it is an improvement and we have some good students who, as time goes by, will
get more experienced, and as a result more competent I look at it
very positively."

Is hazing a possibility?
ANN SCHMTTZ
Staff Writer

now breathe

By now all clubs and sections
have held their first rushes, and
second rushes will begin later this
month and in early November, but
looking ahead, would-b- e pledges
find themselves wondering about
initiation. "What is it all about?"
and "Will I remain in one piece?"
seem to be some of the most popular questions asked by would-be- s.
First of all, put all (or at least
most) of your fears aside. Under
Ohio law, hazing is a crime.
What is hazing, you ask? Well,
according to Wooster's Code of
Social Responsibility, hazing is
any part of the pledginginitiation
process which could cause pain,
fright, discomfort, disgrace or injury. All you future pledges may

Briefs from page

a collective sigh of re-

lief.
Initiation will be taking place
between Sunday, Jan. 14, and Saturday, Jan. 27, and all clubs and
sections have already submitted
their initiation proposals (final
copies of the proposals due Nov.
3). Some of the guidelines that
must be followed by clubs and sections include no alcohol during initiation events, only approved
initiation events and at
least two hours of uninterrupted
personal study time for both pledgoff-camp-

es and actives.
More information concerning in-

itiation 'will be available as the
time draws hearer. If you are a future pledge, just sit tight and relax,
initiation can be fun (a real time to
remember!) so just enjoy the excitement

1

INC,

Featuring:
Redken, Nexus,

Center and at 2 p.m. march to a
rally at Bicentennial Park at 3
p.m. Kate Michelman. Executive
Director of NARAL, Molly Yard,
President of NOW and Irene Nativ-ida- d,
past president of the National Women's Political Caucus are
scheduled to speak. Bus transportation is available from the College of Wooster at the cost of
or contact
$12.00. Call 345-77of
Elizabeth Harrell, a
the Women's Resource Center at
the College, for more information.
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Exploring different perspectives: Should smoking on campus be an option?
Campus community members
express their opinions on smoking
JENNIFER SPILBURG
Assistant Feature Editor

I
t
1
-

'

.

V

Mike

Pepper

cigarettes leaving the two vending machines
in Scot Lanes per week, smoking is a relevant issue to the
With

400-60-

0

College.

Smoking as a health issue
JENNIE FABENS

Staff Writer
Most of us know that smoking
is not good for our health. However, the hundreds of chemicals
contained in cigarette smoke cause
damage to more parts of the body
than most people realize. In addition to other problems, cancer
risks of various kinds and irritation
and damage to internal systems
have been strongly linked to
smoking.
For example, smoking leads to
irritation and damage to the throat
and the cilia, which are the little
hairs that filter air before it goes
into the lungs. Blood pressure has
also been known to rise as a result
of smoking, which is harmful to
the heart and the circulatory system. As many smokers know, the
lungs suffer a great deal from
smoking.too.
The digestive and nervous systems are also put at risk by smoking. Smokers are at greater risk of
getting ulcers and of having their
digestive systems damaged. Components of the nervous system are
harmed by cigarette smoke as well.
Sense

of smell and taste are dulled

by the chemicals contained in
smoke.

The list of cancers linked to
smoking is extensive. To begin
with, smokers are 20 to 30 times
more likely to develop cancer of
the larynx than are
Smokers are also 12 times more
likely to get cancer of the esophaIn addi- gus than are
non-smoke- rs.

non-smoke- rs.

tion, smoking is a leading cause of
cancers to the oral cavity, which
includes cancers of the tongue and
lip.
Lung cancer is the most comcancer and
mon smoking-relate- d
most people who develop lung
cancer die of it. Other cancers include that of the kidney, for which
the death rate is one and a half
times higher for smokers than
Pancreas and uriare others that
cancers
nary bladder
a
are frequently result of smoking.
of deaths from heart
attacks are related to smoking every year. In addition, it has been
found that more than
of the cases of emphysema and
chronic bronchitis are directly
linked to smoking. The general
health of smokers is also poor.
They become sick more frequently
and for a longer amount of time
non-smoke- rs.

Smoking. Mere mention of the
word causes people to fume about
individual rights, the rights of others and personal experiences with
the habit. When students and faculty members were asked to comment on their experiences with
smoking (or lack thereof) and how
they feel about the designated
smoking section in Lowry Center,
the results were surprising.
Even students who smoke or
who have smoked in the past are
vocal about the negative aspects of
the habit. Unfortunately, no students surveyed who smoke were
willing to be quoted.
stuValerie Appel, a first-yedent, stated, "I quit smoking
about two weeks ago because I
wasn't able to run upstairs, and I
had a really bad cough, so I just
decided to go cold turkey." Concerning the smoking area in Lowry, Appel stated, "It's good. Just
because people want to smoke
doesn't mean everyone should have
to be exposed to it Now that I've
quit, sidestream smoke rmkes me
sick."
Katherine Sheppard, assistant
professor of economics, stated, "I
don't smoke. I smoked at one
point in my life because I find it is
ar

I
the results of this . poll.

a socially contagious habit I understand why someone could find
smoking pleasurable, but I think
it's probably not wise to be a
smoker, and it's certainly not
pleasant to a lot of other people.
So in that respect, if you care
about how your fellows around
you feel, you shouldn't smoke.
Smoking is an action with social
consequences."

student Nikfar Khalee-- li
does not smoke and he said,
"smoking affects my sensory organs, and makes me feel sick."
However, he has a lenient attitude
toward the smoking of others.
Khaleeli stated, "I think people
should be allowed to smoke anywhere in Lowry Center, since it's
so massive."
Khaleeli is not alone in his "live
and let live" attitude. Professor
Daniel Bourne of the English department stated, "I personally do
not smoke, but I do not mind others who do. Then again, I can see
how others are irritated by it. I
guess you could say I'm supremely
wishy-wash- y
on the subject"
Discussing the smoking area in
Lowry Center, senior Julie Budden
asserted, "It the smoking area is
fair. It's like in a restaurant-yo- u
have the option. I think there
should be an option."
First-ye-

ar

Smokers
Maleswho responded

Females who responded

Smoking rules and regulations over time
staurant called The Shack, It was
"When college
in 1930, the first penalties were women are forced to gather in back the place to be. Known as Shack
Rats, the students went there priexpressly written to say that men alleys to smoke, it is time somemarily to smoke and hang out
thing was done to remedy the situSmoking has been a part of the caught smoking outside the desigwith friends.
We are not condemnation
school since The College of nated areas must pay a fine of $1.
By 1959, the penalties had less.
They have as
In 1925, the College established ing the
Wooster began. However, the
sened a bit Men could smoke in
much right to smoke as the
rules stating who at the school its first policy for women smokstronger sex. Probably either male or female dorms and
may smoke and where they can ers. "There shall be no smoking
did not have specific penalties.
smoke have changed several times (for women) in the dormitories, in some step should be taken to perhad only a $5 fine if
Women
the
in
privileges
smoking
housing, or on the mit
over the years.
their smoking
caught
outside
women
in
girls dorms." The trend
campus of The College of WoostWhen the College was first estalounges.
now
was
er." The penalty for breaking this smoking had changed; it
blished in 1866, there were no regFinally in 1965, men and womk
suspension.
ulations on smoking. Actually, rule was a
In
a sophisticated thing to do.
en
had the same regulations for
1944, small rooms were built to
Men could still smoke in their
there were few regulations on anysmoking,
but actually they were
allow for women to smoke in their
thing in those early days because dorms and the penalty for a violaregulations
but requests.
not
dorms, but being caught smoking
the College had no dormitories and tion remained $1.
commucollege
the
of
"Members
It may seem odd that women in other rooms or anywhere else
the student body consisted mostly
on
smoke
not
to
requested
nity
are
were not allowed to smoke while on campus was still a week's susof people from die Wooster area.
buildroom
campus,
in
class
the
Hie first rule on the use of to- men were, but up until die 1960s pension. Men's rules remained
ings except in the smokers'
bacco at Wooster appears in 1923 women on the campus had strict the same.
is made for
Throughout the 1950s, several lounge. This request
after Hoover, Holden and Kenarden guidelines to follow while the men
reasons. There is no
traditions came out of the need to aesthetic
dormitories had been built This experienced much more freedom.
penalty. Cooperation is requestrule says that men may smoke The College required women to have places for students to smoke.
ed."
only in their private rooms. There have early curfews, specific calling The first was the smokers' ritual
After the 1960s, there was no
hours and an escort when going gathering on University Street bewere no regulations for women be(sometimes
chapel
College
policy on smoking, not
the
between
differences
after
and
The
fore
period,
this
time
during
cause,
out
and
even
professors
a
men
request.
Students during
during.)
for
Both
regulations
smoking
even
and.
smoke.
women simply did not
1970s
talk
the
and
smoke
could
and
did smoke in
flocked
to
students
said
unladylike,"
"It was very
those for women are just reflecdorms,
campus
on
the
street
the
on
and someevents
current
about
archives
Lowell Coolidge, head of
tions of general attitudes held by
depropercity
even
times
in
technically
the
classroom
was
which
at Wooster. "Nice girls didn't the College at that time.
pending,
professor.
on
school
the
of
outside
This
smoke, especially here in the conSeveral students spoke out to try ty and therefore
regulations. The second tradition was the height of smoking on
servative middle west," he added.
and get smoking rights for womMen at Wooster expanded their en. In a 1941 issue of The Voice, involved students going to a re-- campus.
smoking area in 1925 to include an editorial dealing with women
Recent studies have indicated that smoking is detrimental not only to the smoker, bat
to others who inhale the smoke- - as well. What sort of policies, if any, do you feel
should be passed concerning where smoking should be allowed on campus?
LYDIA AMERSON
Staff Writer

Non-Smoke- rs

14 I Males who responded

61
71

29 I Females who responded

I
I

the lounging areas

of Kenarden and

said,

smoking

....

.

co-ed-

Do You Feel there is fair I Do you feel there is fair space I
hall for I
space for smokers in Lowry I in Lowry dining
I
I
Center Dining Hall?
non-smoker-

Yes

No

38

4

Is there fair space in other
public College buildings for
smokers?
29
Yes

No

I

s?

77 I
45 I

Yes

I No

I Are you bothered by people I

I

I who smoke?

I Yes

108
18 I

I No

12

Comments received from smokers on the poll:

Comments received from
on the poll:

This College is against smokers and
space for smokers is more limited because of this.

They should not be allowed in any
building except their own room, it is
unfair for everyone.

non-smoke-

There should be no smoking in the
think it's rude to smoke in buildings
like Kauke, but it would be nice to have ing hall.
smoking lounges.

din-

They should make the outside sitting
area.

I believe that public places should smell area a
good! I rarely smoke indoors and don't

mind going outside.

rs

non-smoki- ng

It pisses me off when people
non-smoki- ng

smoke in

areas.

so-call- ed

off-camp- us

one-wee-

,

,

Sneak voiir mind:

One-four- th

three-fourt-

than

non-smoke-

Housing smokers and

rs.

rs

causes problems
I

hs

DANAJACKMAN
Staff Writer
Stumbling through smoke-fille- d
corridors, nonsmoking college residents find themselves gasping for
breath, while smokers endure the
complaints of their nonsmoking

Another faction to be included in
the list of the negative effects of peers.
Although separating smokers
smoking are the effects of passive
non smokers in residence halls
and
smoke on people's health. Passive
to be a simple task, many
appears
smoke is defined as the exposure
other factors influence housing asn
to
of
products in the indoor signments.
The housing department divides
environment.
into groups of smokers
residents
the
seems
be
to
The problem
and drinkers and
nonsmokers,
and
are
most serious to children who
various comthe
and
nondrinkers,
exposed to smoke. For newborn
Then, they
two.
the
of
binations
smoking
and unborn babies of
persons
of simigroup
attempt
to
mothers, there is a higher rate of
however,
Smokers,
habits.
lar
miscarriage, stillbirth and premature birth. Babies bom to mothers cannot be clustered in any extreme
who smoke have higher rates of in order to avoid the concentration
of smoke in one confined area.
low birth weight and infections.
therm ore, specific visitation reFu
see Smoking: page il
and some
non-smoke-

non-smoke- rs

tobacco-combustio-

quests, dorm preferences,

special situations have priority
over the smoking issue, thus producing numerous conflicts and
compromises. For example, those
with medical problems aggravated
by smoke require isolation from
smokers in the dorms.
Maintaining a comfortable environment depends entirely upon the
honesty and consideration of all
residents. While some smokers
make an effort to respect others,
and nonsmokers acknowledge
smokers' rights, others battle in
clouds of smoke and snide utterances. According to Elizabeth
Rhea, attitudes toward smoking
and the methods for dealing with
conflicts "can vary as much as human nature varies.'
student stated, "It
One first-yedoesn't bother me as much as it
did before, but she also asserts
that smoking is not offensive "as
long as the smokers keep the
A triple of
place ventilated."
ar

smokers agreed. One admitted that

they had made "the room smell so
bad that we finally imposed treaties' and moved smoking out of
their small room.
Smokers and nonsmokers clash
when respect and courtesy are ignored. No one enforces these characteristics; they must be acquired
and preserved through personal ef-

f
-

ft

4

V
,:-:K-

fort
Only in recent years have there
been efforts by students to regulate
smoking areas. This probably
grows out of the trend that being
fit is in.
"It is rare now to see anyone
smoking in the faculty lounge, but
this was not true 10 years ago,"
said Coolidge.
It is indeed ironic that now
Wooster students are demanding
the same restrictions against which
former students rebelled for half a
century.

;

"I think that smokers have the
they
same rights as
should be allowed to smoke
wherever they want. A smoker.
David Williams "90
non-smoker- s"

"I think that smoking should be
contained in a specific room. The
. fact that people smoke on one side
of Lowry does not keep the smoke
from effecting everyone who walks
through that space. Although each
individual had a right to smoke,
that right should not endanger the
health of others." A
r;
;
Laura Fisher 91
non-smok-

:

--

er.

"Smoking should not be allowed
in the main dining hall in Lowry.
I feel it is my right to breath clean
air while I eat" A
Sam DanDar 91
non-smok-

er.

"I do not think it should be allowed in academic or admissions
buildings. I think you should be
able to smoke in your room as
long as there are smoke detecting
devises in the halls of your building or house. I like how it is set
up in Lowry." A smoker.
Jenny Clarkson 92.

"It is not a big deal.

A
should not be able to pose
his or her ideas on smokers.
Smokers should have just as many
A
rights as
non-smoker- s."

Mike Davis 91

non-smok-

er.

.
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Balancing career and home

Reel
Reel toCompany'
Sabot and.

William Van Cleave is this week's

guest film critic.
"Sea of Love," a psychological

thriller starring

Al Pacino

("Scarface"), Ellen Barkin ("The
Big Easy"), and John Goodman
("Roseanne"), tells the story of a
cop who falls for a suspect in an
investigation of brutal slayings.
The killer seeks out men who have
placed poetry ads in singles magazines.

parts (again countless exceptions)
to putting down roots to benefit
the woman. It seems that if a man
gets an excellent offer, the woman
eroticism of "9 12 Weeks" but the
is not seen as weak or foolish for
not the explicit sex scenes.
following.. The reverse is not as
senility years, with someone you
There's a scene that will change love and cherish at your side to
true. If a woman gets a great ofthe way you grocery shop with share the joys and tribulations. If
fer, she should go, but she will
persons of the opposite sex.
probably go alone. There is more
only it were that easy. One of the
WVC: Pacino does a very con- most difficult decisions
of a stigma attached to men
- vincing cop and the writing of his a graduate could make is
following women than the
part was particularly well done.
opposite. : The concept of
whether to take their
He wasn't a "Super Cop," just an current love interest
a constantly transferred
PAUL WILKINSON,
average guy trying to do his job.
breadwinner dragging
male
with them or leave them
REPRESENTATIVE OF WOMEN'S his family
Goodman, who plays his partner, in large storage. Twen
from locale to
ISSUES HOUSE
makes the cracks and jokes he's fa- ty years ago, most hete- locale is difficult to accept
mous for on "Roseanne," but the rosexual couples (of
these days. I'm not trying
conversations are much more be- course there were exceptions)
e
to be cynical about love, but marand
young first-yealievable and down to earth.
single upperclassfolk say? Two of riage is not going to completely
would live where there was ecoKS: I was worried about what nomic opportunity for the male.
my friends are mulling over this fulfill a lot of women today, espe's
they were going to do with
cially most Wooster women. Difvery question as you read this.
Bangor,
she
a
If he got job in
character. She is a divorced would go along. And if he was They need to decide if they want to ficult compromises with respect to
woman with a child. She manages transferred to Cincinnati, they go where their boyfriends are after all parties involved are needed.
a shoe store. She's obviously a would move. If the woman wantWithout sounding hopelessly optithey graduate. If there were clear-csexy, sensuous woman in skin- -' ed to work and there was a job
will
commitments on the part of mistic, I believe the pay-of- f
tight leather clothes. That's no available, fine; if not, well, they the men, with promises to stay in be in stronger, healthier marriages,
comment on what a woman should weren't going to move because of the area even if they get other ofand a proper balance between career
wear (unfortunately, a state court it.
fers, the decisions would be easier. and home. By the way, if anybody
case recently made that an issue),
There's the rub. There is still a has the perfect mix, drop me a
Times and attitudes have
but rather that the filmmaker kept changed. The primary force bring
good deal of hesitation on men's line. I'm dying to know.
playing the two facets of her perSpeaks:
sonality off of each other. This
kept us on our toes: was she a
stand lovkiller of her
disease, which has been for many individuals is unaffected by
ers? or a respectable manager of a
WILLIAM SMITH
level.
years the leading cause of death
shoe store who was into poetry?
Guest Columnist
among adults over 40.
Keep in mind that this data apYeah.
She always
WVC:
seemed-i- n
Cholesterol is a naturally-occurrinAs one might expect after so plies only to previously healthy
the work place, at
chemical molecule many years and so much effort, the individuals. Those who have de- -.
home, in the grocery store-t- o eiwhich all cells need for synthesis results of research are rewarding veloped heart disease and those
ther be incredibly aroused or incredibly angry. She also sort of of new cell membranes and which but not as conclusive as one might with other risk factors should be
specialized cells need for synthesis hope. There have been many elescreened for elevated blood choleshad the
acids.
bile
hormones
and
family arrangeconcernsteroid
terol. For these persons, the beneeloquent
and
articles
gant
of
are
acids
with
her
mother
steroids
and
bile
ing
lived
Both
ment. She
the research findings, some of fits of dietary andor drug treatment
important molecules in the normal which are the basis of this brief of high
and her little girl. What's misslevels
ing? Al Pacino of course.
metabolism of the human body.
summary.
may outweigh the disadvantages of
The cellular processes by which
The most important research
inconvenience, expense and possiterthis
movie
cholesterol metabolism takes place studies were done using middle-age- d ble
All in all we found
of medication.
men who had no symptoms
So, what is a person to do?
rific .a definite A- -, maybe even an have been well elucidated, but they
A. We highly recommend it The are very complex and beyond the of heart disease. They showed that First, as with many issues, stay
levfilm is showing in Orrville Twin scope of this article. In brief, lowering the
informed by reading a variety of
).
however, the human body continu- el for 7 years resulted in a refor
Cinemas (682-594- 1
opinions. This information is too
ously cycles cholesterol into and duced risk of development of heart new to be accepted without
out of tissues, accounting for most disease during that time. Not all thoughtful evaluation. Second, try
of the cholesterol in the blood men with a high
to understand that atherosclerosis
level developed heart disease, and is very complex and has many
stream.
&
Short-terchanges in dietary conversely, not all men with a causes, cholesterol being only one
Authorized Service
relatively small normal
level escomponent
have
cholesterol
heart
caped
disease.
level,
Other important risk factors fpr
on
effects
SMITH CORONA
from
No
information
development of heart disease
research
is
the
since most of the
IBM'SWINTEC
cyhave
that
concerning
available
molecules
the
risk
represents
of include male sex, smoking, high
ADLER
tissues
and
heart disease and cholesterol level blood pressure, heredity, stress, excling into and out of
not molecules that have recently in healthy young men. Since it is ercise habits and diabetes. Some
Supplies For
very unusual for
been absorbed from the diet
of these operate more powerfully
IBMBROTHER
So, if cholesterol is natural and women to develop coronary athethan cholesterol, and therefore,
ROYALSWINTEC
rosclerosis, no statistical advannecessary for proper body functionone's risk of heart disease may be
tage has been shown for women to
SMITH CORONA
ing, why is there so much emphaincreased even with a normal chosis on lowering one's cholesterol lower their blood cholesterol. Inlesterol level. Continual attention
PANASONIC
terestingly,
comes
from
studies
answer
have
The
level?
shown
improving one's lifestyle can reto
MORE
CANNONAND
decades of medical research into the that for persons over 60, male and
duce the risk of heart disease as
2522 Cleveland Road
cause of coronary atherosclerosis, female, the risk of development of well as other disease.
Wooster, Ohio 44691
healthy
the most common type of heart heart disease- Oh to be young and in love.
Sounds idyllic doesn't it? To be
on the threshold of the potentially
most exciting period of your life,
post-colle-

ge

pre-burno-

ut

ing women into the work world
necessity for two
has been-thbreadwinners. Also, a good number of people would consider a
man who demands his wife stay
home instead of working boorish
and sexist; poorer people would
consider him foolish.
Why am I bringing this up, you
e

Ms. Conceptions
foot-loos-

rs

KS: Well, you've seen "Fatal

At-

traction," now it's time to see this
film. The suspense is fine-tunand powerful. To the very, very
end you really have no clue whether Barkin is the killer or not The
scenes where the killer may be
lurking around Pacino's apartment
had the entire audience cowering (I
had to force William to watch . .
ed

Okay, okay. So I left
horribly deep wounds in your arm
when I grabbed onto you during
the scary scenes. What made them
so damned scary, though, is the
music all of the sudden, you'd
know something scary was going
to happen because the music
would change from all light and
airy to serious "Friday The
music. Thank God the
plot didn't fit the "13th" scenario,
because the acting was terrific; you
believed the characters; they really
sold their parts to the audience.

WVC:

13th"-wanna-- be

Bar-kin-

ut

--

Hyeia

Don't overlook the seriousness, pf cholesterol.

one-nig- ht

blood-cholester-

g,

--

"traditional-single-woman-who-needs-a-ma-

n"

blood-cholester- ol

J

KS: Not only did I appreciate the
acting in general, but the romanticsexual relationship that develops between the leads is utterly beHere are two hardlievable.
working ordinary people whose relationship is based from the beginning on false pretenses. Barkin
and Pacino are HOT. It has all the

side-effec- ts

blood-cholester-
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ol
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Spangler discusses cholera toxin;
at Chemistry Club Meeting
MOUSUMI SARKAR
Soff Writer
f

.

QUALITY OUTDOOR GEAR & CLOTHING
TENTS: EUREKA, SIERRA DESIGNS
PACKS: KELTY, GREGORY, JAN SPORT

-

'
.

Dr. Brenda Spangler from the
.Argonne National Laboratory Biological Medical Research Division
spoke at the Chemistry Club
meeting on October 18. She is a
or as she describes
herself "a protein chemist." Dr.
Spangler researches with Cholera
Toxins. The vaccine for cholera, a
disease which has a considerably
high mortality rate, is not very
The maximum span
of its effectivity is six months.
The topic of her speech was why it
is so difficult to crystallize cholera
toxins, and their biological significance.
Dr. Spangler started by describing the cholera toxin molecule,
and comparing it with other toxins. Cholera toxins are composed
of six subunits and 27,000 enzymatic subunits. The subunits are
arranged like a doughnut with the
bio-chemi- st,

BOOTS: VASQUE, DANNER, ROCKY, C
CLOTHING PATAGONIA, ROYAL ROBBINS.
TERRAMAR, WOOLRICH, COLUMBIA.
. BY:
HI-TE-

long-lastin- g.

SLEEPING BAGS. VIDEOS,
BOOKS, STOVES, COOKWARE,
FOOD, TRAILGUIDES,
EQUIPMENT RENTALS.

0ft ivwn Cunoe

Tv"

SINCE 1900

YOUR ADVENTURES START HERE!

2719 FULTON DR. N.W.

452-632- 3
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Smoking from page

10:00 p.m. Psycho
11.-0p.m. The Underground
Saturday. October 23
730 p.m. Psycho
10.00 p.m. Costume Parry and Dance
10. 00p.rn. An American Werewolf in London
11. 00 p.m. The Underground
Sunday
730 p.m. Dutchman

Mateer
Mateer

0

--

Mateer'
Lowry Ballroom

Mateer

--

Mateer

note: this if for the weekend following fall break
SEE THE ORIGINAL
'PSYCHO' UNCUT!

in.

The toxin acts on the intestinal
mucosa and causes diarrhea, one of
the mam symptoms of cholera. In
order to study the molecules better,
she decided to crystallize die toxin,
as it is easier to study a
structure. Also, the
crystallized form is the purer form.
She went on to describe all the
troubles she faced in her effort to
crystallize cholera toxin. She tried
various methods but nothing
would work. In a crystal every
single molecule must be in an array. Though she obtained many
beautiful crystals, the molecules
were never in perfect order. It was
after two years of diligent research,
on the verge of abandoning the
project, she stumbled upon the solution. With the help of FPLC
three-dimensio-

nal

(Fast Protein liquid Chromatography) she at last obtained the perfect crystals.' The heterogeneity
of the cholera toxin molecule had
caused two years of frustration.,
But success had its rewards, as was
evident from Dr. Spangler's triumphant smile as she described her
victory. "
The crystals she made are now
being analyzed. Some of the derivatives are mare difficult to make
than had been anticipated. But by.
analyzing the crystals Dr. Spangler
found the reason behind the inefQ-ciency of the cholera vaccine. She
is working now with the solution
phase binding of antibodies to the
cholera toxin. She believes that
through the understanding of antibody interaction vaccine efficacy,
can be improved The research she
and many of her colleagues are doing today may one day provide a
permanent vaccine to cholera, thus
eradicating this fatal disease.

8- -

adulthood that are related to early
exposure to smoke as welL
In adults, exposure to passive
smoke brings problems too. In
addition to eye irritation, head-

Children growing up with parents
who smoke have been shown to
have more health problems than
children growing up in a smoke-fre- e
home.
One study shows the rate of hospital admission for respiratory illnesses to be 70 percent higher for
children of smokers than for chilAnother
dren of
study shows mat children of smokers have a 28 percent higher hospital admission rate for pneumonia
and bronchitis. Studies have also
shown that children of smokers
have more respiratory illnesses in

available, which makes quitting
difficult, to say the least However, many people have quit. Ac--.
cording to some surveys, at least
eight out of ten people who smoke
aches, nasal symptoms and wish they did not. coughs, some people are especially
There are many resources availasensitive to smoke. People with ble to those who want to quit, inallergies, for instance, are affected cluding help from a doctor, special
by smoke more strongly as the smoking cessation classes and a
smoke precipitates and aggravates lot of will power. A new nurse on
the staff at Hygeia, Karen Beyer,
an allergic attack.
The health hazards of smoking is qualified to teach smoking cesare serious, and a lot of damage is sation. However, the college has
caused to the body. Nicotine is not tapped that resource yet
one of the most addictive drugs

Newman Catholic -Student . Association
will sponsor
"Being a Catholic:
Living With the

Spanish Honor Society
celebrates 65th anniversary

non-smoke-

Friday October 27
730 p.m. An American Werewolf in London

enzymatic subunits in the middle.
A molecule of diptheria toxin, she
pointed out, kills a body cell.
Similarly lethal is die cholera tox-

rs.

--

.

Issues."
abortion.

This month's topic is
6--

p.m., Faculty
Lounge South.
AH are invited.

7

LOST DOG
TanBlack Face
100 lbs.
Retarded Child's companion
$100 Reward
8
phone
262-491-

On Thursday, November 2. nine
Wooster students will be inducted
into Sigma Delta Pi, the National
Spanish Academic Honor Society.
This year's initiates are Thomas
Turriff, Craig Dennison, Amy
Baker, Nancy Christman, Hans
Johnson, Margaret Wilde, Kimber-l- y
Sullivan, Thomas Drake, and
Daniel Radvansky. Sigma Delta

Pi recognizes the academic
achievements of students of Spanish language, literature and culture.

Sigma Delta Pi was founded in

1919, at the University of Califor-

nia at Berkeley. This year marks
the 70th anniversary of the National Society and the 65th anniversary
of Wboster's chapter, named Epsi-k- n,
the fifth national chapter to be
established (1924). In recognition
of the 65th anniversary of Woost-el'-s
chapter, the initiation will be
followed by a lecture by the Spanish historian Jose Manuel Cuenca
Toribio of the University of Cordoba (Spain), and a commemorative banquet

:
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The graduate recall exam

Last Saturday I got up at 6:30
a.m. to spit up some math that I
ate in high school. When I arrived
at Mateer Auditorium, I discovered that there were over a hundred
students there, ready to upchuck
not just their math, but an entire
buffet of analytical and
verbal knowledge. The
students had assembled
for the regimented yack
session to please the
graduate school admissions officers. Like an

theorem from six years of steady
slumber. The quadratic formula,
getting all hot and bothered, yelled
frantically, "Let us sleep!" The unknown variables, as plebian as they
"I
are, echoed the sentiment.
thought we had a deal, Dave!"

Mind

er

pledge, I

rammed the GRE down DAVE COOGAN
my throat, and hoped
that something favorable
It was true. I had made a deal
from the buffet would come up.
The idea that this test would with them in high school. The
show graduate school admissions deal was that if they got me
officers how smart I was made me through my high school math and
giddy. When I took the S.A.T. in the S.A.T., I would let them stay
high school, I got the same giddy in my head, no strings attached. It
was me who reneged. Like tired
feeling. In high school, this feelbears, they came out of hibernation
ing was nurtured by the
looks I got from my rubbing their eyes and sipping cofguidance counselors. The pressure fee.
'
Although the bears of math land
to get into college via the S.A.T.
was so heavy, I couldn't afford to had had a long, restful hibernation,
worry about my inability to solve I had not As I entered Lowry Center for my coffee, I realized that I
a system of equations. Furtherhad to go to the bathroom again. I
more, I refused to' let my confidence be shaken when I couldn't was heavy with theorems, ganders
complete analogies like a goose is and drakes. As I closed the stall
to gander as a duck is to a drake. I door, I suddenly realized that mis
learned to hate the black and white would be my second time in less
than 30 minutes. How would I
world of standardized tests.
As a senior English major, I ever make it through three and a
'
could only laugh when I realized half hours of hell if I couldn't keep
that I would have to recall my from dropping my pants every half
hour?
high school math. It was ludiAt the breakfast table, seniors
crous to rouse the Pythagorean
over-concern-

comrades

i

On My

over-eag-

checked out each others' number
two pencils, discussed the importance of seating, and listened to
war stories from those who had
taken the test before. A warm
feeling came over me. Was the
GRE uniting the senior class as

ed

of Academia?

Urban Studies offers symposium
on "Race and the City"
In response to the issues raised
on campus last spring about race
relations, the urban studies programs of The College of Wooster
and Cleveland State University
will be sponsoring a symposium
on "Race and the City." The first
session will be held at the College
of Wooster on Saturday, October
rt
28, in Lean Lecture Room,
Hall, beginning at 9 a.m.
The keynote address will be presented by Norm Krumholz, professor of urban studies at Cleveland
State University. His speech is
entitled "The Kemer Commission
Twenty Years Later The Cleve--lan- d

The silliness was overwhelming. What did this
test have to do with my
undergraduate experience as
an English major at
Wooster? How would the
GRE portray my intelligence, my creativity, my
ability to succeed as a grad- uate student? .Why was I
my ability to recall the
on
tested
unknown variables using the quadCase."
ratic formula? Why was I forced
Three different sessions have
to recall the answers to "Trivial been scheduled by members of the
Pursuit" stumper questions: what faculty of Cleveland State and The
is the name of a male duck? What College of Wooster to cover topics
did this have to do with studying
literature at graduate school?
The "Graduate Record Exam"
could be described more accurately
as the "Gradute's Record; Extraneous", or the "Graduate's Record in
Exile." The test was deliberately
manipulative, poorly conceived
and incongruous with a liberal arts
education that encourages critical
thinking and critical writing. I
did, however, feel better when the
test was over. Although I tried
hard to toss my cookies, I ended
up dry heaving for the entire three
and a half hours. All that came
up was this article.
This column will henceforth appear once every two weeks.
Wi-sha-

sary by merely an introductory
course in that field of study. True,
it may open some eyes on campus
to an idea or perspective that some
students had never thought of before, but I would argue the course
is going to be "just, another re- -

at The College of
Wooster and we will
have some. What
I want you all to think
about is how exactly
should we determine 3
what requirements we
will have.'
Deciding on requirements is not an easy task. First of
all, if you are going to have a requirement , the department in
which you have that requirement
needs to have enough faculty in it
courses to the
to teach intro-levwhole student body. I ask you
also to consider if the students will
benefit in the way you deem neces
al-wa- ys

--

el

Campus

Politics

DARLA M. HAINES
quired course" for most students.

Also, students may form views
from this course that are not necessarily those that were intended by
me requirement People need to be
ready to accept that I find that although we claim to be a diverse
campus there doesn't seem to be
much room for intellectual diversi

non-technic-

al,

discussion-oriente- d.

On Saturday, November 1 1 ,
discussion will
symposium
the
State UniCleveland
continue at
versity with lectures by urban

and field trips

practitioners

throughout Cleveland. Transportation and lunch will be provided by
The College of Wooster.
There is no cost to students, but
advanced registration is required for
the November 11 session.
For more information and a copy
of the symposium schedule, contact George Galster, professor of
economics; chairperson, urban
studies program, extention 2409,
Kauke 219; or Charlotte Wahl, extention 2463, Kauke 37.

Don't Walk
Alone, Call

ext. 2332

Operation hours: Sunday
Thursday 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.

ty here at good ol' Woo. An argument can be made' that specific
is not the purpose of
distribution requirements; distribution is for educational purposes; to widen a student's perspective. The question then becomes,
is it best to force these per-" spectives on students by requiring mem to take certain
courses in order to graduate? Or should we better
inform students about what
courses are offered and how
heshe can benefit from
these courses?
It's a complicated issue, I know,
and I don't claim to have the answers. But I do feel, VERY
strongly, that students CAN and
DO make a difference on campus.
All we need to do is actively participate. After all, politics is
everything and everything is politics.
'
view-formi-

--

Safe Walk is a student run escort

Determining distribution requirements
I don't really want to get into
whether or not we should have distribution requirements at all or
what it says about human nature
when a liberal arts education has to
be mandated to the students. The
bottom line is; we have them here

on governance, segregaton, and education. The presentations will be
provocative, and

service to anywhere on campus.

Safe Walk is housed

in Holden Hall

Receptionist Area.

ng

Safe Walk begins Sunday, September 17, 1989.

OVER 15,000 BOOKS

IflflUU

NO ADMISSION CHARGE

RECORDS
COMICS

POETRY
ROMANCE

'Peanuts

ESP

'Doonesbury

OCCULT

COCK BOCKS

SOME CLASSICS
OUT OF PRINT BOOKS

SCIENCE FICTION
r

ZI0N

FfllRl

BOOK

October 26
October 27
October 28

LUTHERAN

9AM-9Plv-

T

9 AM 4PM
9 AM - 4 PM

CHURCH

--

301

J

N.
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Tenor Robert Johnson performs Bach and Strauss
MASANKHO BANDA

world-renown- ed

conductors such as

for the coming

Sir GCorge Solti, Carlo Maria

Staff Writer

Giulini, Daniel Barenboim, Pierre
Boulez and John Pritchard. For his
performances, Johnson has received the National Opera Institute
and William Matheus Sullivan

Gault Recital Hall on Saturday,
October 28, will be the venue of
yet another outstanding performance by Robert Johnson, a tenor
who will be accompanied by Pamela Yamell, a pianist of equally
great talent The recital begins at
7:30 p.m.
In his third year at the College
as Assistant Professor of Music,
Johnson, has a Bachelor of Arts
degree from Augustana College
and a Master of Fine Arts degree
from Northwestern University. In
addition, he has studied in New
York, London and Chicago with
such teachers as Martin Isepp,
Umbaldo Gardini, Paul Ulanwsky,
Frank Corsaro and Boris Goldov-sk- y.
Johnson who loves opera more
than any other form of music, has
played leading roles with numerous professional opera companies
including the New York City Ope- ra, Chicago Lyric Opera, San
Francisco Opera and the Houston
Grand Opera.
His talents, however, do not
stop here, "for he has also performed as a soloist with the Chicago Symphony, New York Philharmonic, Boston Symphonyi Cleveland Orchestra and the Detroit
Symphony. He has performed with

Foundation Awards.

--

Coming from a musical family,
his father, a Lutheran clergyman,
was an accomplished singer,- organist, violinist, pianist and composer. There is a standing joke in
their family in which they call
themselves "The Trapped Family
singers" because their father would
always arrange concerts and recitals
for them and then let them know
just before the concert or recital,
leaving them with no option but
to perform. His father was the
main influence behind his choosing a career in music. His choral
conductor also had some influence
upon him. He was tricked into
taking voice lessons because she
told him that it would improve his
breathing ability and this would
r.
improve his performance as a
half-mile-

-

also worked with churches
throughout Michigan and Ohio.
Yarnell's talent and finesse on
the piano, blended with Johnson's
resonant and pleasing tenor are
sure to provide an enjoyable evening, mark it on your calendar and
plan to be there.

The program on Saturday will
include songs composed by J.S.
Bach, R. Strauss, R. Chandler and
B. Britten, just to mention a few.
The songs are in various languages and even though the whole program is highly entertaining, he

x

News Editor
Koyaanisqatsi, a Hopi Indian
word meaning "life out of balance"
or "life disintegrating," is a unique
cinematographic experience of images and music that draws together
the natural and technological beauty of our changing world. As a
part of this year's forum series,
the film will be shown at 7p.m.
and 9:30 pjn.'on Thursday, October 26, in Mateer auditorium.
First conceived by Godfrey Reg
gio in 1974, the film asjxm-plete- d
and finally releasedjn the
early 1980s. Meant to be an exfilm inteperimental
grating linages, music, and ideas,
Reggio coordinated some of the
biggest talents of our time to explore his ideas and create the finished product. One such artist
was Philip Glass, known for his
ncn-verb- al

modern operas "Satyagraha,"
which is based on Mahaima Ghan-di- 's
early years, and "Einstein on
the Beach." Glass composed and
coordinated the musical score for
the film over a period of three
i

Yrs

vvv

w

v

the work of other modern composers such as the chanted poetry of
Allen Ginsberg and Peler Oriovsky
because he considered it "repetitive
trance music" which "can open the
mind." According to Reggio. the
film "induces meditation with your
eyes open. Many people go into
Alpha state while watching it,
have a drugless high."
Ron Fricke is responsible for the.
cinematography, implementing the
time lapse photography and special
effects that are the hallmarks of the.'
film's visuals, as well as Fricke's
own specializations. The images,
be uses are awesome landscapes
from across the United States,'
both natural ones and human creations. It attempts to show the similarities of these, such as the Grand
Canyon and the canyons of Manhattan skyscrapers, as well as the-incredible separation between nature and the people living in cities.
Said Reggio of the film, "I
wanted to show ordinary daily life
from another point of view. The
images in the film are images that
people who live in an industrial

,

day, but no longer question
because they are part of the wallpaper." He added, "My concept of
medifilm is that it's a high-tec- h
consciousum which can heighten
ness and imagination, open our.
eyes again to look at what we have
stopped seeing. Our salvation depends on reawakening, being reminded of the human condition.
The film is certainly not without
a central visual message as well.
The beauty of the earth and of society is shown in diametrical opposition to the destruction of the
earth by technology. "With all due.
respect to people who believe our
salvation lies in technology," said
brother, "I
Reggio, an
technology
is.
that
believe
do not
.
in
lie
problems
our
neutral, that
the use or misuse of technology. If
our cities are polluted, the answer
is not to dome the cities to eliminate the pollution. The answer is
our need to produce
pollution." Quite appropriately,
another definition of koyaanisqatsi
is "a state of life that calls' for another way of living."
ex-Christ-

to-exam-

ine

ian

weeks

OBERLIN COLLEGE: Tom
Paxton, America's foremost folk
singersongwriter, will be performing at 8:30 pjn. on Saturday, November 4 at Oberlin College's Finney Chapel.
Paxton's latest album. Politics,
which includes such uproarious
singles as "We're Filling a Bottle
for Ronnie," and The Ballad of
Gary Hart," wifl be performed.
Finney Chapel is located on
Route 10 at Professor Street in
Oberlin. Tickets are $9 and can
be purchased by calling Central
Ticket Service at (216) 775-81or at any Tkketron outlet or by
This concalling (800)
cert is sponsored by the Oberlin
69

362-040- 0.

College Concert Board.

.

American Collegiate Poet Sntfjolojjp
,

international Publications
tt sponsoring a

ffiutioml College ftoetrp. Content
- Fall Coneours

v

Koyaanisqatsi provides new perspectives on everyday experiences
"
Reggio chose Glass' music over technical environment sec every
JULIE WOOSLEY
;

In and around Wooster

pointed out that the last piece on
the show would be the highlight
of the evening. The piece is called
Les Illuminations de Rimbaud and
the composer of the music is B. LOWRY ART EXHIBIT: The
Britten. Johnson described them Student Activities Board presents
this way, "Britten wrote particularthe art exhibit "Ceramics and Texly well for the tenor voice. The tiles" by Kevin and Margaret
texts of Arthur Rambaud are wild,
Hluch. This exhibit will be on
exotic, distorted and sensuous.
display through Saturday, October
One of the most expressive pieces 28, on the Lowry art wall.
of music literature that can be
The Hluchs have displayed work
found on the musical stage."
in various exhibits. Kevin Hluch
Pamela Yarnell is an accomhad work displayed at the Concor-s- o
plished pianist She has a BacheInternationale Delia Ceramica
lor of Music degree from Wayne D'Arte in Faenza, Italy in 1989.
State University in Detroit and Also in 1989, Margaret Hluch had
Master of Sacred Music from Wit"The Art of Contemporary Quilts"
tenberg University. She lives in on display in the Knight-Gome- z
Wooster and is a private piano inGallery in Baltimore, Maryland.
structor. She was staff pianist at
The Hluchs, who combined their
the College for two years. Her talent for the Wooster exhibit, said
wide range of accompanying
that the culture, color and diversity
periences include many studios as of East Africa have greatly inwell as the Michigan Opera Comfluenced their work.
pany, Wayne State Choral Union,
Wittenberg Bach Chorale, Miami
Presbytery Choir and The College
of Wooster Choral Union. She has

-

198- 9-

open to all college and university student desiring to have their
poetry anthologized. CASH PRIZES will go to the top five poems:

$100- First Place

I

$50
Second

I

Ploce

$25
Third Ploce

fSg"-Ft(t

-

bound and copyrighted anthology,

popular, handsomely

AMERICAN COLLEGIATE POETS.

Deadline:

October 31

CONTEST RULES AND RESTRfCTIONS:
1. Any student is eligible to submit his or her verse.

2.
3.

All

d,

beer, in the upper

4.
5s

6.

Poems

entries must be original and unpublished.

previously printed in student publications are acceptable.
on one side of the
All entries must be typed, double-spacepage only. Each poem must be on a separate sheet and must
left-han-

d

corner, the NAME and ADDRESS

of the student as well as the COLLEGE attended. Put name
and address on envelope also! (Alumni Welcome!)
There are no restrictions on form or theme. Length of poems
up to fourteen lines. Each poem must have a separata title.
Avoid "Untitled"! SmaW black and white illustrations welcome.
The judges' decision will be final. No info by phone!
Entrants should keep a copy of all entries as they cannot be
returned. Prize winners and all authors awarded publication
'
certificate ten days after the deadline.
will receive a gold-sefor accepted poems.
publication rights
LP. will retain one-tim- e
'
Foreign language poems welcome.
There is an initial $3 registration fee for the first entry and a fee
of one dollar for each additional poem.
al

7.
8.

entries must be postmarked not later than the above
deadline and fees be paid, cash, check or money oider, to:
INTERNATIONAL PUBLICATIONS l

All

P.O. Box 44044--L
Los Angeles, CA 9O044

.
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Grandison named
player of the week
Wooster sophomore Brian Grandison, originally from Akron, has
been named North Coast Athletic
Conference offensive "Player of
the Week" for his efforts this past
week.
Grandison, a tailback on the
Scot's football team, received the
honor after rushing for a career
high 205 yards on 27 carries this
past week during Wooster's 35-1- 4
victory over Case Western Reserve
University. He also set an NCAC

2

-

.

4

I

Women's XC team holds

together

'

n

4,'

r
-

SHADE WHITES EL
Assistant Sports Editor

VfcKe

4

Peppef

quarterback Mike Knaplc, a junior from Rittman, scrambles for yardage
against Case Western Reserve University this past weekend in which the Scots defeated the Spartans by a score of
Wooster

35-1- 4.

"Anything can happen in a race,"
said Coach Dennis Rice. "The
team needs to hold together and we
need seven strong women."
The unexpected did happen in the
Invitational varsity race
as two of Wooster's seven women
crcfed out drje tornjuries and dehydration problems. Rvewomem
the minimum for a scoring team,
prevailed against the heat" and
'bright sua.
Aeberli agabk finished as
thV tc runner fot Wooster; only
''this time she had tougher competi-iti- c
Facing womeah frcOJuo
State, Miami of Otio and Maioae
College, among other schools, Aeberli still showed an impressive
29tk place (translated to third in
the College Division) kt 1947.
"Karen showed a lot of character in .
this race," said Coach Rice. ."She
went out a little slow and made
, up ground in die tough middle part
of the course."
Beth Blakemore finished next for
All-Oh- io

Explosive offense sparks Scots to victory
--

PAUL JACOBUS
Sjcrts editor y ,

to foil another Sparunv offensive
the Scots embarked on an .1
scoring drive which covered 62 surge, die ScotVpffense went to
yards and was capped off by a -. work on a 7 play drive featuring
of
t yard, touchdown dive by sopbo--" the impressive nrmiing-du:
:
Grandison
TJ.
more fullback Tim Lyons.
receiving
the team did not utilize the Mallory with
1
on .a
touchdown
for'
the
passthe, Scots, still managed to credit
20-rati
score
the
in
effec-.:
to make
yard
move the ball behind a very
v
itive running game. ?
r favor of Woostet;;.;
'
le
However, the scoreboard would
The Scot defense remained
.soon be lit op again on Wooster's
the rest of die half and allowed the Spartans an average of '. behalf when Grandison crossed the
goal line with only 55 second reonly four plays per possession
which allowed the offense ample maining in the: half on a 7 play
drive which was made possible
time to capitalize.
Throughout the first five games only by the stellar play .of the
of the season, the Scots have had Scofs defense which forced a Case
the tendency to score a majority of fumble deep in their territory.
The teams each exchanged two
their points in the second quarter
to start the second
possessions
as
exception
was
no
and Saturday
finally broke out of
Case
and
half
they hit pay dirt three more times
slump at the 2:35
scoring
in a period of about five minutes .their
quarter with a
27-third
the
0
lead mark of
to take a commanding
10
drive. ,
play
on
touchdown
a
into the halftime intermission.
relish
could
Before the Spartans
Perhaps the shortest but most
'
accomplishments,
memorable offensive drive of the their offensive
season began at the 8:32 mark of the Scots answered the. call with
another scoring drive of their own
the quarter when sophomore tailback Brian Grandison took a quick which was propelled by the speed
pitch down the right sideline for a and strength of Grandison The
drive, which took only three plays
29 yard gain on the first play. On
the ensuing play from scrimmage, and covered 69 yards, was highLyons bursted through a gigantic lighted by a 61 yard scamper by
Grandison before he scored two
hole up the middle on a perfectly
plays later to round out Wooster's
executed trap and sprinted 50 yards
for Wooster's second touchdown of scoring for the day.
the game.
1-p-

'

lay

1-

.

?The Wooster Figh ting Scot

foot-X$- n

team enjoyed to most decisive
victory this past weekend as they
dominated the Spartans from Case
"Western Reserve University by a
After last week's
score of T
tough loss to Denison, the Scots
came out in fine form and were led
by an explosive offense which gar-- '.
nered 420 all purpose yards in their
best performance of the season.
: The victory set Wooster's overall
record at 3 but it was also spe35-I4-

3--

cial for several other reasons.

o

AI-tho-

0-15--1

and-sophomor- e

ugb

--

iltloiy

t

''

0

'

-

mpe-netrab-

First, the team is currently 1 in
the North Coast Athletic Conference and in good position to make
a definite impact on the outcome'
of the championship. Secondly,
the victory over Case was indeed
monumental for all Wooster fans
because it was the first time that
the Scots had defeated the Spartans
'
since 1934 and snapped an
string of bad luck for the Scots.
.The game, like almost every
other one this year, began slowly
for the Scots in the opening minutes but gradually built up momentum as the second quarter approached. Neither team could produce anything offensively on their
initial drives but Wooster quickly
remedied that situation on their
second possession of the day.
After sophomore defensive
With 7:05 left in the first quarter. tackle Jeff Crabtree deflected a pass
2--

record for most rushes in a game
with 45 two weeks earlier against
Oberlin.
Grandison has been the leader of
the powerful Wooster running attack and has already established
himself as one of the best pure
runners in the conference. His 704
yards on 167 carries currently
ranks him first in the conference in
rushing and is just shy of his 1988
total of 762 yards with four games
still remaining in the season.

:

-

--

yrri'i

;A:-Kare-

'";

jr

.

the Scots with her 7828th place
in 20:54. Susan Louis, "a vital
part of the team," took 984 1st
place in 2146. In spite of her injured knee. Carolyn Kiss ran a
great race and finished in 21:34
with a place of 10846. Completing the top five, Shade WhResel
overcame the bright sun to finish
in 22.-0- and 12954th place.
"This race showed how impor-ta1

nt

tteamapecit

of crpssr

country is," said Rice. "Witho
Carofyir and Shade stickingiBv-beeftHt
there, the. team would;b
great
In fie open race, held in themid-di-e
of the afieraoorf (sothatUwaiv
eveaj hotter than before), Jeiger - t
Jaeger ran very strong effctZ
Her teammates Eva Geil and April
Heck also ran competitively waA
nianaged bc to die from the heat
like other members of the team.
Overall, it was a day some of jthe ,
team would like to put behind
them as they train for the Conference Meet, held in two weeks at
Eariham College.
r

troutr

1;

,

Men's soccer moves? two
steps closer to title

:

ence, and fifth in the region.
Seemingly unconcerned with Ken-yon-'s
newly acquired credentials,
Conference contenders have the Scots, entertained the home
come and gone. Ohio Wesleyan, crowd with a brand of exciting and
Allegheny and Oberlin have fallen attacking soccer that Kenyon could
by the wayside as the Scot soccer only sit back and admire.
Midway through the first half
squad continues their quest for die
NCAC title. The two most recent Adam Brewer split the Kenyon devictims were the Kenyon Lords fense with a tremendous through
ball to Ian Banda who sent two
and the Wittenberg Tigers.
defenders the wrong way and
Lord
afWednesday
sunsplashed
On a
ternoon Kenyon came to Wooster
see Soccer: page 15
boasting an impressive
record, undefeated in the confer
PETE "MAD DOG" MACK
:
Staff Writer

9-1-

-2
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Intramural football is back

The leaves are turning colors.
The temperature is falling. It is
starting to get wet and generally
crummy outside. For most
pie these are signs to start staying
inside for passive late fallearly
winter activities. But not for me.
For myself and others
this is I.M7 football
season and time to start
some serious hard core
flag football.
students
You first-yeand people that have
never seen I.M. football
may be thinking, "Rag

roughly.
The game has exciting runs and
passes. The offenses usually dominate games because it is often difficult to grab a 1" x 2" flag off of a
moving person that is trying to run
you over. Does that sound easy?

eg

So The

T

Way I

ar

It

See'

CJ.

football, that is for

wimps. Its not like real
football."
You are sadly mistaken. We
wear no pads, just cleats and
sweats and flags. It may not sound
rough but I have seen bloody and
broken noses, broken collarbones
and concussions. Now tell me
that is not a rough sport.
This is a game that is not for the
light hearted. There is constant
contact and the hits are impressive.
There is not tackling but there are
often accidents in which someone
may get "knocked down", a bit

MITCHELL

.,

.

-

r"

'

-

Volleyball team goes
RHONDA VANDEWORP
' Staff Writer '

J

';n

The women's volleyball team
appears to have slumped back into
the disappointing state in which
they opened the season. Saturday's
tournament in "Michigan' ended
with a 0-- 3 match record as Wooster lost to Illinois Tech., Michigan

.

and Windsor. However, first-yeLynette Miller suggested that the
caliber of the teams that Wooster
played should be put into perspective. "They were all better teams
with more experience and height,"
she said.
Tuesday night's match against
Tiffin was also disappointing.
The lack of consistency in passing

Auto Service
Centers

It Right.
It Right Away .

Fast, courteous service
Products
Low Prices-Quali- ty
American and Imported cars

Free estimates and safety inspections
'

"

!.--

"

"--

'I

263-016-

1

418 E. Liberty
(corner of Liberty and Beall)

I

k

i

-

SQCCer

from page, 14 .-

the oncom-

die ball to
ing Namwali. Mphatso slid the
and 'serving, which has hurt the ball past the tempennenlal Kenyon
team in previous games, seems' to keeper, Charles Hansen.
The onslaught of Wooster preshave been the primary damaging
factor. Head Coach Pam Smith sure continued throughout the secsaid that considering Tiffin's over- ond half and goals from Banda
bearing height (three players with were nothing short of inevitable.
As a result, Hansen made two
heights of six feet), and their experience (three seniors), "it was a more trips to the back of the net
much to the delight of the home
see.VoIleyball: page 16
crowd. Kenyon managed a consolation goal toward the end of the
game, but it was too little, too
CAMPUS late. Wooster 3. Kenyon 1.
Saturday was yet another
GULF
day. It was also Parent's
REPAIRS GAS MOTOR OiL
Day in Springfield, Ohio and the
Wittenberg Tigers did indeed prove
1263-030- ?
to be mummy's boys. The Scots
1530 BEALL AVE
got the early goal they were look
WOOSTER, OHO
back-heel-ed

sun-splash- ed

We Do
We Do

I

i

player for a head shot daring the Scots' victory over the
Tigers this past week.

in tourney

0-- 3

I

--

!

ar

,

ar

"i:

"

-

new

couple

m

Nope.
Last season was quite an exciting
one. The Sigs took the championship, avenging the losses of the
past two years. The Sigs have won
6 of the past 8 championship
games.
Last year's championship game
was one the most exciting in history. The Krappers and Sigs battled
tough for the entire game and the
victory was not secured until the
last play of the game.
The Sigs are the easy favorite
j.

a

have

wrinkles. There is a new
team composed of staff
members of the College.
They are big and have
some talent and may sneak
l
up on some people.
For the first time since
my freshman ( yes, I was a
freshman) year, there is a
team of first-yestudents and they
may cause some trouble as welL
But after being a player for four
years, I have noticed that there is
just one thing missing from I.M.
'
football. Fans. It is really fun to
watch. There is action, taunting,
dirty words and some good football. Come out and watch some of
your classmates play on weekday
afternoons. That way you won't
have to ask where they got that
tCkaPappar
black eye.
Senior defender Kirk Neuriter;, oatleaps a Wittenberg

1

r

'

again this year. The offense is
strong and fast. The defense is unrelenting and dominating.
The 88 runnersup can not be
overlooked as they return to challenge for the title again. The Omegas have a formidable squad again.
The year's season will

'
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ing for off an industrial size punt
from keeper Pete Mack which Ian
Banda clinically finished.
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Although the Scots had a 0
lead at halftime, they knew they
were not playing up to their capabilities. This situation was rectified in the second half as die Scots
took control of the game. Namwali notched on the hour for his
sixth goal of the season, and Banda
late in the game took his goal tally to fifteen.
Mack did his part for me United
Way of Wittenberg by donating a
quite charitable goal for the Tigers
in the closing minutes. Coach
McGinlay was quoted as saying.
couldn't have happened to a nic-ergny."
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Football from page 14
The large lead allowed coach
Tucker to substitute some of his
reserve players which gave the
starters a much needed rest period.
Despite a second Case touchdown
with 8:44 remaining in the game.
Tucker's choice to platoon did not
even affect the momentum of the
game as the Scots continued to
play consistent, well executed
football. The Spartans almost
scored again late in the game when
they drove down to the Wooster 2
yard line before sophomore Steve

Spitzer intercepted a pass in the
endzone with 3:07 remaining to
destroy any thoughts of a comeback by Case.
Offensively, the Scot's running
game was unstoppable and was led
by Grandison who rushed for a career high 205 yards on 27 carries
and two touchdowns. Additionally,
Lyons and Mallory provided a vital
supplement to Grandison's running
by accumulating 66 and 55 yards,
respectively.

Defensively, senior outside linebacker Henry Adams increased his
team leading sack total to 1 1 with
three on the day while fellow senior inside linebacker Geoff Belz
contributed seven tackles. Senior
comerback Mike Casey also had a
fine day by collecting six tackles
and one interception.
The Scots continue their schedule tomorrow when they take on
the Wittenberg Tigers in another
crucial NCAC matchup.
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Practice plays key role in Aeberli's success
"It's good exercise," she said.

AMYMAXHIMER
Staff Writer

"

i

It's also
but I
like it so it doesn't bother me."
time-consumin-

g,

5(!

Aeberli's overall immediate goal is
to "do well. I'd like to make it to
nationals," she said.
The top three runners of the top
teams at the conference meet will
be able to participate in the nationals which will take place in the

Eight years and still off and running.
Sophomore Karen Aeberli is one
of Wooster's top cross country and
track participants. She has been
running for over eight years now.
"My mom and one of my teachers got me interested in running,"
she said. Last year Aeberli ran the
1500 in track, but her coach, Dennis Rice, has not yet decided on
the permanent position that she
will run this year. Along with
track, she also runs cross country,
which consists of a 3.1 mile
course. Tve won four out of five
meets so far this year," she said.
Aeberli, along with other team
members, practices an hour every

middle of November.
Aeberli originally attended North

r --

r

Allegheny High School in
Pittsburgh, PA. "I decided to come
2
to Wooster because it is the best
school out of all the ones I visitMike Pepper
ed," she said. "It has a very good
academic program." She is still, Junior flanker and kick return specialist Phil Puryear
undecided about which major to
victory
takes the ball upfield during the Scots 35-1- 4
pursue. When she is not running,
over CWRU this past weekend.
Aeberli likes to swim, bike ride,
and go out with friends.

t

Rachel Lawrence

Karen Aeberli

day.

Volleyball

from page 15

competitive match"

in which

Men's XC finish 13 th
o
tourney
fn
All-Ohi-

108 in 28:36.

BETH BLAKEMORE

With such a large field of quality
Sports Writer
Wooster "played well."
covering the 8000-metrunners
Wooster returns to NCAC action
race proved to be quite
the
course
Earl-haStiff competition rattled the
this Saturday when they face
the prior meets that
from
different
and Ohio Wesleyan. Both Wooster harriers in the AH Ohio
in. The runners
engaged
meet hosted by Ohio Wesleyan. the Scots
Smith and the players feel confiespecially
fast start
dent about these matches. "If we Lined up beside 35 teams ranging endured an
can control our passing and have from division one to three, the while dodging stakes and multiconsistent serves, we should do men finished thirteenth overall,, tudes of other runners. The last
mile slowed many runners due to
fifth in the college division.
really well," Smith stated.
Coach Dennis Rice expressed its uphill nature in the wake of unJen Kuhns, fourth in NCAC
disappointment that they did not seasonably hot weather.
setting standings, said optimistiMike Rachita finished the race
place in the top ten of the "big dically "We're going to win, beplacing 145 in 29:33
strongly,
cause we have to. We have come vision." He said, "We went in
Beck placed 168 in
.
while
Jeff
there to run and compete as indiso close to beating Earlham so
completing
the varsity
30:12,
viduals. We were a little bit off."
many times (in reference to two
remainder
of the team
The
squad.
On a more positive note. Rice
other matches against Earlham in
held later
open
race
an
in
competed
which Wooster snagged one game commended the fourth and fifth
afternoon.
the
in
"runners who "held strong for us."
out of three each time)."
The Scots will rest this weekend
First-yeJason Kelley "wasn't
presently
is
Although Kuhns
intimidated by the large field" ac- before heading into the conference
suffering from an injury, she will
Earlham College in Indiabe playing on Saturday. Lisa cording to Rice. He finished 51 meet at
overall in a time of 27:45. Rob na on Saturday, October 28.
Clark, ranked sixth in the NCAC
Rice does not expect the race to
Noble crossed the finish linS 72 in
setting records, will also be pred
as in previous
as
be
placpared Saturday to continue her 28:05. Curt Mann followed,
Allegheny,
sees
Instead,
he
years.
ing 91 in 28:24, while Aaron
"excellent job," as Smith deOberlin
Denison,
Case
Western,
battled the heat to finish 100
scribed. Carolyn Bare continues to
First-yeand
intensely
y
Wooster
McBur--necompeting
Joel
in 28:32.
lead the offense followed closely
. ,
. .
completed the top five placing for passage to the regional meet.
by Michelle Brittain.
er
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CLASSIFIEDS
SPRING BREAK 1990 Individual or student organization
needed to promote our spring break trips. Earn money,
free trips and valuable work experience. APPLY NOW.
programs
Call inter-camp1-800-32-

us

7-6013.

Would you like to offer DISCOVER CREDIT CARD?
Are you only available for a few hoursweek? If so, call
ext. 4. We'll pay you as much as
$10hour. Only 10 positions available.
1-800-93-

2-0528

Summeryear
Hiring
Recreation
Guides,
round. Photographers, Tour
Personnel. Excellent pay plus FREE travel. Caribbean,
Hawaii, Bahamas, South Pacific, Mexico. CALL NOW!
Ext. 1644 J
Call Refundable

CRUISE SHIP JOBS

men-wome- n.

1-206-73-

6-0775,

CAMPUS REPS NEEDED Earn big commissions and
free trip by selling NassauParadise Island, Cancan,
Mexico, Jamaica & ski trips to Vermont and Colorado.
For more information call toll free
or in Ct.
203-967-33-

1-800-34-

4-8360
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